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A word from editor-in-chief

Creating an eCosystem is
fine But the aviation seCtor
needs Complete support of
the government for sustained
growth in aviation

T

The MinisTer of Civil Aviation, P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju, who
was at Aero Expo recently in New Delhi, used the right words to
describe India’s civil aviation scenario that it is at an “inflection
point”. How true. The process of transformation is on and the
world is not only keenly observing the changes taking place, but
also has shown avid interest in being part of the growth story. And
at Aero Expo, the Ireland Minister Pat Breen endorsed this view
and subsequently in an exclusive interview with SP’s Aviation
indicated that Ireland would be interested in participating in the
‘Make in India’ initiative as it has strong aviation background.
Ireland is known for its aviation leasing business and India would
do well if the aviation sector here has easy access to funds and the
complete support of the government!
The topic of leasing, among others, did come up at the first
Aero Expo which focused on regional and remote connectivity.
We have a report on Aero Expo which highlights how the government is trying to create an ecosystem for aviation growth,
though there are hiccups yet on tardy government approvals.
For instance, Zoom Air, which was slated to take-off last month,
is yet to get the nod from the Directorate General of Civil Aviation. The Ministry also launched the AirSewa portal and mobile
app to offer convenient and hassle-free air travel experience.
The Business Aircraft Operators Association (BAOA) has
brought out a report on the status of the industry, hoping that
it would make a difference to how the segment is perceived by
the powers that be. We have a report by Rohit Goel, while an
interview with the BAOA President Jayant Nadkarni highlights
among other things how business aviation is a productivity tool.
Our team was in Dubai for the Middle East and North Africa
Business Aviation Association (MEBAA) event. The continued slump
in business aviation in the region is worrying experts and they feel
it is time to reinvent itself and also to consolidate. The Middle East
continues to be a region of utmost interest for the aviation industry,
despite the volatile nature of the economies over there.
In this issue, we also have an exclusive interview with Lufthansa Technik which is the top-most maintenance, repair and
overhaul (MRO) player in the world. The Vice President of Lufthansa Technik Wieland Timm outlines the nature of business
and how the group is expanding its global presence at what it
does the best, with innovation at its core.

www.sps-aviation.com

As regards regional aviation, Embraer is on a roll. It recently
celebrated delivery of its 1,300th jet in China where it has a
significant presence, thanks to Tianjin Airlines. The President
and CEO of Embraer Commercial Aviation, John Slattery, in
an interview has pointed out how the airframer is extending
its global presence with product innovation and the E-Jets E2
would make a marked difference in the coming years.
On military aviation, Ranjit Kumar has written about the
farewell visit of US Defense Secretary, Ashton Carter, to Delhi in
December this year and the prospects of the sale through the foreign military sales route to India of the flight refuelling aircraft, the
KC-46 Pegasus, the latest from the stables of the American aerospace giant Boeing. With the Indian Air Force planning to acquire
combat aircraft both single and twin-engine, in fairly large numbers through the ‘Make in India’ programme of the government,
prospects for the original equipment manufacturers in the US are
indeed bright! And now that the Indian Navy has decided not to
induct the naval variant of the light combat aircraft Tejas Mk IA,
there is a possibility that Boeing may come up with the offer the
F/A-18 Super Hornet, a well established carrier-borne combat
aircraft, to the Indian Navy for its two-carrier fleet.
All this and more in the wrap-up edition of 2016 of SP’s
Aviation! We wish all our readers a Very Happy New Year!!

Jayant Baranwal
Publisher & editor-in-Chief
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Aero expo IndIA 2016

(L-r) r.n. Choubey, SeCretary, MoCa; dr MaheSh guPta, PreSIdent, Phd ChaMber of CoMMerCe and InduStry; P. aShok gajaPathI raju, MInISter,
MoCa; jayant SInha, MInISter of State, MoCa; goPaL jIwarajka, SenIor VICe PreSIdent, Phd ChaMber; Pat breen t.d., MInISter for eMPLoyMent and
SMaLL buSIneSS, IreLand

AVIATION SECTOR
AT INFLECTION
POINT
The 23 per cent growth seen in the domestic aviation sector, which is also highest in the
world, is “not a flash in the pan”

PhotograPh: aero exPo IndIa

BY R. ChandRakanth

T

The firsT-ever Aero expo, organised by the PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry, was held in Delhi over two days
which saw a slew of intense discussions on the future of aviation, particularly regional aviation. Setting the tone for the twoday conference was the Union Minister of Civil Aviation, P. Ashok
Gajapathi Raju. Also present at the inaugural were the Minister
of State for Civil Aviation, Jayant Sinha, and the Minister from
Ireland for Employment and Small Business, Pat Breen.
The Civil Aviation Minister reassured the Indian civil aviation industry, emphasising that the government of the day is
exploring all possibilities for capacity expansion of leading air-

4
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ports in the country as well doing its best to make sure that the
regional air connectivity is accomplished as per its UDAN (Ude
Desh ka Aam Naagrik) initiative. The domestic aviation sector is
on the ‘upswing’ and is at an inflection point. “We are working
to connect unconnected and serve unserved.”
The Minister also stressed that though the domestic civil
aviation industry has been growing at a rate of more than 20
per cent in the last few years, higher passenger growth in civil
aviation sector is still a challenge for the government which
could be won with addition of capacities in India’s leading
airports. “We are taking all possible steps in making India the
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Aero expo IndIA 2016

third largest aviation market,” he added. Also complimenting
the organisers of Aero Expo 2016, he said: “This is a commendable initiative and should happen every year.”
The Minister of State Jayant Sinha asked civil aviation industry to grow in such a manner so that its passenger traffic, currently estimated at about 150 million for domestic and overseas
sector multiplies manifold and catches up with the air traffic
growth of China which presently is calculated at 500 million
per annum. The ministry, he mentioned, had adopted a threepronged strategy under its UDAN initiative — expansion of airport capacities; ensuring regional connectivity and equipping
the passenger with better level of satisfaction and experience
under its Air Sewa initiative.
Dozen scheDule commercial operations soon
The Secretary of Civil Aviation Rajiv Nayan Choubey reiterated
the government’s commitment for higher growth of civil aviation sector with all possible government’s initiatives in a spirit of
partnership, adding that by December 2016 a dozen of schedule
commercial operations could begin to connect small towns in
the country under its regional connectivity drive. The priorities
were regional air connectivity, ensuring air travel is comfortable and convenient, and expanding airport capacities. Domestic aviation sector
is expected to see more than 20 per cent
growth in the next three years which also
poses challenges. “We have to be ahead
of the growth curve,” he added. According to him, the 23 per cent growth seen
in the domestic aviation sector, which is
also highest in the world, is “not a flash
in the pan”.
The Irish Minister, Pat Breen, emphasised that India and Ireland should have
stronger partnership to expand India’s
civil aviation sector as Ireland is one of
the global leaders in this sector, particularly in aviation leasing. Appreciating the
event, Breen said that it was a hit show and Ireland looks forward to it every year.
The Chairman of the Civil Aviation Committee, PHD Chamber,
K. Narayana Rao, proposed that the civil aviation sector should
be brought under priority lending scheme of the government,
especially for acquiring smaller aircraft for enhanced regional
air connectivity. The Co-Chairman of the Civil Aviation Committee and CEO of Club One Air, Bhupesh Joshi, along with Secretary General and Director of the Chamber Saurabh Sanyal were
also present on the occasion in which a knowledge report by
Auctus Advisors was released and an MoU was signed between
FSTC Simulators and ATR, turboprop manufacturers. The vote of
thanks for the inaugural session was by Bhupesh Joshi.
The general aviation and business aviation segment is keenly
watching how the Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS) will
evolve in due course as its future is interconnected. The heartening aspect was that there were a number of business aviation
and general aviation players with the Business Aircraft Operators
Association (BAOA) as one of the co-associates of the conference.
Arrow Aircraft’s Rohit Kapur and former President of BAOA was
very vocal about regional connectivity and the potential for business and general aviation operators. The event was supported
by GMR, Gyrox, Execujet Avaition Group, Pawan Hans, Airports
Authority of India, Air India, Zoom Air, Airbus Helicopters, ATR,
Embraer Commercial Aviation, Airawat, Club One Air, Arrow Aircraft, FSTC Simulators, Continental Carriers and a few others.

There were a number of exhibitors who drew attention and
they included Arrow Aircraft, Gyrox Aviation, FSTC and Club
One Air. Arrow Aircraft, who had recently launched the Viking
Twin Otter Series 400 in India, was showcasing the aircraft
which is suitable for remote connectivity, seaplane operations
and special missions. This is going to be a game changer as
far as coastal surveillance, remote connectivity and other aviation related activities are concerned. Arrow Aircraft is the only
authorised sales representative for Gulfstream in India and
also for Jet Aviation, MRO which is based in different countries.
Arrow Aircraft is into air charters, aircraft management, aircraft acquisitions and appraisals. Club One Air is one of India’s
oldest and largest air charter companies, with extensive aviation experience offering world-class services and owns a fleet of
jets that cater to corporate India and individuals with exclusive
taste. Bhupesh Joshi, CEO of the company, was one of the chief
architects behind organising the Aero Expo show.
airbus helicopters talks about potential
The President of Airbus Helicopters (India) Xavier Hay said
India with 270 odd helicopters was a market with low penetration, less than the number of helicopters either in Switzerland
or Netherlands. The potential for growth
in the next decade was huge, considering
how the number of pilgrims to Kedarnath was on the rise. Tourism and other
services would open up opportunities for
helicopters which had substantial capital
investment. Airbus, he said, would continue to grow its long-standing partnership with Pawan Hans which has a huge
helicopter fleet.

“We are taking all
possible steps in making
india the third largest
aviation market.”
— p. ashok gajapathi raju,
union minister of Civil
aviation

www.sps-aviation.com

VGF concerns
The Managing Director of BAOA, Captain
R.K. Bali said the Viability Gap Funding
(VGF) is a contentious issue and sought
differential VGF based on the seating
capacity of the aircraft, factoring in the 10 to 20 seaters. The VGF
of `4,270 for one hour flight was not realistic for a small aircraft.
As regards permitting self ground-handling, the non-scheduled
operators can be ‘testing ground’ in the scheme. However, he
underlined that the intent of the ministry was appreciated, it was
shortfalls in implementation which could derail any initiative.

leasinG options
The panel discussion on leasing chaired by Bhupesh Joshi of
Club One Air dwelled at length on how to navigate the complicated waters of leasing, muddied by Kingfisher Airlines. Joshi
mentioned the meaningful discussions industry professionals
had with the delegation from Ireland which has many aircraft
leasing companies. Getting an aircraft on lease, particularly in
general aviation, is a major issue.
Uday Naidu said one concern in the sector, particularly in
aircraft acquisition and maintenance, is the issue of GST (goods
and services tax) which may be detrimental to the aviation sector where aircraft and aircraft parts are mostly imported.
Nanda Kumar said aviation leasing was basically a technofinancial-legal contract and it is skewed in favour of the lessor.
The lessee has to fight his way out in the deal and unless one is
well-versed with the leasing business, the chances of a person
losing heavily was high. Lessees, he suggested, should go for six
years to 12 years leasing as it would not only give better rates,
but also help in knowing what direction the company is heading.
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skill DeVelopment opportunities
In the session on skill development, Naidu said that one lakh
skilled technicians were required in the next five years, considering the massive induction of aircraft that is likely to happen
in India. Presently, the quality of training of maintenance engineers and other staff was not good and students who graduated
from the many institutions needed further training on the job.
P.S. Nair said that the sector which employs one million
directly and 3 million indirectly would require a huge number
of highly skilled persons in the near future. The skill gap would
further widen by 2035 if measures were not initiated now.
It was felt that training currently being imparted for prospective civil aviation human resource and personnel are substandard and needed significant improvements for their sustained employment to effectively serve the passenger and cargo
services of the civil aviation sector. Since investments in such
training institutes are meagre, the equipment and other facilities in them are not up to the mark to provide training and
skills that are required for coming times in aviation. It was also
recommended for the government to open a series of training
and skills institutions for growth of the domestic civil aviation
and its effective operations on lines of the Indian Institutes of
Technology and Indian Institutes of Management.

Vikas Khanna of FSTC said his company was a one-stopshop for training of cabin crew and other airline and airport
staff. The company had imparted training to 8,500 flight crew
in less than one year, reflecting the trust that airlines in India
have on FSTC. He mentioned that FSTC had tied up with ATR
with regard to training of personnel.
Colonel Rampal Suhag, Chairman and Managing Director of
Gyrox Aviation, presented the Gyroplane which when approved
by the DGCA has the possibility of becoming a mode of transportation for the rich class. The Gyroplane is a twin-seater aircraft which can take-off with just 100-metre runaway and runs
on high octane and costs less than `2 crore. Gyrox Aviation displayed the new aircraft which caught the attention of the public.
The two-day event concluded with felicitating industry
leaders in various categories such as Lifetime Achievement
Award in Aviation — G.M. Rao of GMR Group; Aviator in Public
Service — Rajiv Pratap Rudy, Minister of State (IC), Ministry
of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship; Turnaround Turk
in Aviation (Public Sector) — Ashwani Lohani, CMD, Air India;
Largest Aviation Operator-Offshore & North East — Pawan
Hans; Exemplary Greenfield Initiatives in Aviation — Airports
Authority of India; and Significant State Contribution towards
Aviation — Gujarat. SP

20 airlines already in for
bidding process in RCS:
Joint Secretary, ministry
of civil aviation

t

them. the scheme, she reiterated, was to
he joint Secretary of the Ministry of
attract operators, make it viable for them
Civil aviation, usha Padhee, in her
to be win-win. In discussions with stakeaddress said that 20 airlines had
holders the recurring theme, she said, was
registered for the bidding process under
about regulatory hurdles and the operators
the regional Connectivity Scheme (rCS)
have been asking for simplification of rules.
for various concessions including Viability
“they are saying, don’t give us Vgf, make
gap funding (Vgf). She was hopeful that
our life easy. these discussions with stakemany more airlines would participate in the
holders is quite revealing.”
scheme which termed it as an ‘enabler’.
the Vgf is for three years, but the sunStating that the scheme may not fit
set scheme is for 10 years. Such a model
into the business plan of each and everyis not just specific to India, but many counone, she said, it gave a broad framework
tries too have different models, it could be
as per which it may work for some, may
in the form of Vgf or some other assisnot work for others. however, the Ministry
tance. It is essential to connect regional
was working to ensure that the national
areas and for that some support from the
Civil aviation Policy of which the rCS was
government is required.
a central theme would thrive. It will take
the Ministry understands what the
into account the issue of affordability
stakeholders are facing and has started
for passengers, while it will address the
uSha Padhee
showing a sense of urgency to address
issue of viability for operators. the policy
will directly benefit the sector and in the broader sense it will their issues. “this is the time to rise to the occasion. we won’t
address the issue of economy and growth, as smaller towns will say we have done a great thing or we are going to do a great thing.
but we believe this is the time which can bring about transformabe linked to big cities.
the Ministry has created the framework at the national level tion in the sector, everything is falling in place.” 
and it was now for the states to get their act together. She con— By R. Chandrakanth
ceded that there are many challenges and regulatory was one of
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Ireland & India
Ireland has been a pioneer of sorts in aviation and aircraft leasing industry due to the
full support from its government. With expertise in all aviation related activities, Ireland
is offering business opportunities to India. In an exclusive interview with SP’s Aviation
Editor-in-Chief Jayant Baranwal, the Ireland Minister of State for Employment and Small
Business, Pat Breen, states that Ireland and India have so much to share. Patrick
Edmond, Group Strategy Director, Shannon Group Plc and Managing Director, International
Aviation Services Centre, also participated in this discussion.
expertise has been in the maintenance of aircraft and painting
Jayant Baranwal (JB): Could you tell us how Ireland has
of liveries. We have Shannon MRO, Shannon Aerospace and they
reached the peak in aviation and in how much time?
Pat Breen (Breen): Ireland being an island nation, there are are doing extremely well. We have got very good skilled workonly two ways to get out, either by air or by sea. Our geographic ers. We get aircraft from all over the world, for maintenance and
location is such, the most westerly countries in Europe, airlines painting livery. Qatar Airways, American Airlines among others
en route to Europe have to stop by. Airlines in the early days get work done here.
At the moment the aviation sector is going through a transistopped off in Ireland en route to Europe. Of course, the early
pioneers also stopped in Ireland, as in the first Trans Atlantic tion. We have Patrick from Shannon Airport Authority on this
flight crossed to Europe. Our history of being pioneer in avia- delegation. We have made that airport independent. It operates
tion is something special to us. Our airports started gathering on its own. Shannon airport had the first duty free shop in the
momentum in Dublin, Shannon, Cork airports. So I suppose this world; the first Irish coffee was made at the airport; and the
has come from a number of entrepreneurs and pioneers in avi- first custom free zone in the world is here. From this point of
ation and I go back to somebody like Dr Tony Ryan who started view it makes us experts in aviation. Aer Lingus is now part of
off Guinness Peat Aviation (GPA). And then there is the growth the International Airlines Group. We are a small country it is
of Aer Lingus, our national carrier. So we had a lot of expertise difficult for a national carrier to survive, so Aer Lingus merged.
and entrepreneurs working with GPA. At one time in the 1980s, In the 1990s and 2000, there were mergers and consolidation
of Lufthansa, AFI, KLM, Aer Lingus, etc, with different groups.
GPA was the largest leasing company of aircraft in the world.
As we come out of our downturn in the economy and start
Back in the 1970s, flying and aviation was quite expensive
and Dr Ryan had the vision to start this company and he was growing again, we find that we are one of the fastest growing
joined by a number of very dynamic and young people who economies in Europe and aviation is an important sector to grow.
wanted to excel themselves in the aviation sector, people like We are strong in aircraft maintenance, leasing, aircraft parts, softMichael O’Leary who founded Ryan air. Out of Guinness Peat ware for aircraft. We have developed a cluster for aviation in the
Aviation came Ryan Air which was called after Dr Tony Ryan. Of Midwest region of Ireland where Shannon Airport is and companies are in the process of starting off new
course, Ryan Air started as a very low-cost
aviation related industries there. We are
airline, based on the South-Eastern model
here in India to showcase this and to bond
in the US. Low-cost was very new at that
a friendship and relationship between Iretime, a lot of the traditional airlines had
first of all, goVernMent suPPort
to entrePreneurshiP is eXtreMely
land and India which is practically a huge
their cartel charging whatever they liked.
iMPortant. in the area of sCienCe
country, needing connectivity.
In those years, to cross to the UK it used
and teChnology We haVe inVested
to cost 400 pounds, today you can get it
to train aPPrentiCeshiP, graduates
JB: In what ways can you help India?
for as little as 20 pounds each way that is
and We haVe enCouraged our
uniVersities to linK uP With aViation
Breen: There are a number of ways. We
what has happened with competition.
Courses. this is hoW We are going to
are leasing a lot of airline companies. We
That is how low-cost carriers have
MoVe forWard.
lease aircraft from Irish companies.
made a big difference to us and that
— Pat BrEEn, IrEland MInIstEr
model was copied by carriers in Europe.
JB: What kind of support has there
So where are we now? The Irish aviation
been from the government to your
business is at a very strong point, strong
airlines, to your entrepreneurs as that
not just in leasing. We lease over half the
could be good benchmark for India?
aircraft in the world from companies like
Breen: First of all, government support
GE Capital Aviation Services (GECAS),
one of the reasons for our industry
to be suCCessful is due to the
to entrepreneurship is extremely imporAercap and various other smaller leasing
enlightened goVernMent PoliCy
tant. In the area of science and technolcompanies and of course Avolon which
and to a Very PragMatiC aViation
ogy we have invested to train apprenticehad Domhnal Slattery, a very good friend
regulator. our aViation regulator
ship, graduates and we have encouraged
of mine from my own county who was the
has been Very suPPortiVe of the
industry.
our universities to link up with aviation
CEO. The tradition was there, the entre— PatrIck EdMond, shannon aIrPort
courses. This is how we are going to move
preneurship was there. Our other area of
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IrIsh MInIster

forward. We want Ireland to be a centre of excellence for aviation
and the government is spending money on science and technology, in university courses, and also encouraging airports, providing tax incentives, etc.
JB: What kind of tax incentives?
Breen: Tax incentives for aircraft to set up airline leasing companies, to set up maintenance and other aircraft related companies. We see that is important to grow, cluster growth from both
the US side and the Asian side and that is why we are looking at
India. We have invited the Indian Civil Aviation Minister to visit
Ireland and see what we have to offer, not just for the ICT sector
but also the aviation sector.
JB: You said today it costs 20 euros, does it allow profitability at such low fares?
Patrick from Shannon Airport (Patrick): It does, because airlines like Ryan Air and other carriers are extremely competitive,
extremely price focused. We see that happening in the Indian
market as well. What it means is that they look very closely at
all parts of their costs, airport costs very aggressively, staff costs
very aggressively, and they take each of these slices of the pie

combination of issues.
Patrick: You were asking how Ireland can help India. Some of
the ways we can help is bring leasing business, can help aircraft
availability through leasing to the Indian market. Some of the
other areas we are strong in is aviation education, technical
training, training engineers, pilot training and so on.
JB: Quality training is crucial, zero compromise in training
is a must.
Breen: We get crew training from all over the world. We are a
centre of excellence in that area. There is very successful company in Dublin which makes seats for aircraft, also software for
aircraft. We want to help out in countries as well and to grow
and it is an area we are developing and formulating a policy.
Patrick: One of the reasons for our industry to be successful is
due to the enlightened government policy and to a very pragmatic aviation regulator. Our aviation regulator has been very
supportive of the industry. Safety is absolute top priority and
they are commercially aware and they help the industry. For
example, India is planning to build a civil aircraft under ‘Make
in India’ and Ireland could help in many ways and the Irish
regulator can help in certifying the aircraft.

We offer taX inCentiVes for
airCraft to set uP airline
leasing CoMPanies, to set
uP MaintenanCe and other
airCraft related CoMPanies. We
see that is iMPortant to groW,
Cluster groWth froM both the
us side and the asian side.
— Pat BrEEn, IrEland
MInIstEr of statE for
EMPloyMEnt and sMall
BusInEss

and squeeze each of them and that has this result.
Breen: The airlines will make up this with expensive seats as
well with last minute bookings.
Patrick: If I have to travel tomorrow I will not get the 20 euro fare.
Also I will get coffee for 20 euro and my suitcase will be charged.
Breen: Also the fare during certain times of the day are different,
early morning flights for business people going out are not cheaper,
so also late night flights into London. They have revolutionised the
whole costs and brought down costs. There is fierce competition on
the Irish routes to London. It is not just with the two airlines from
Ireland. We have British Airways flying in and also a number of
smaller airlines flying into the regional area as well as UK.
Patrick: This has big impact on airports and the many incumbent airports are being challenged. Many of the airlines have
started flying into these smaller secondary airports which maybe
50 miles (80 km) away and the consumers have been educated.
Breen: That has put challenges on Shannon Airport to bring
down their airport costs too.
JB: The airports are much friendly in terms of costs...
Patrick: They have got to be, they are not monopoly suppliers
of airports.
Breen: They have to depend on other sources of revenue, besides airlines, leasing of shops, charging for car park, etc, it is a
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Breen: Our skills are very important that is why we are so successful in aircraft maintenance. Even though we are not a lowcost economy, we have a lot of airlines coming to us because of
the good job we do.
JB: How is the business aviation doing in Ireland?
Breen: Business aviation is small. We have a number of operators but they are small.
JB: Does it contribute to your regional connectivity?
Breen: It does. For regional connectivity, we are subsidising.
The government gives the industry subsidies to fly in to western
region, north-east, south-east. We fly smaller turboprop aircraft
into those regions.
JB: What kind of aircraft?
Patrick: Like the ATR 72.
Breen: We have to maintain regional balance and ensure that
these regions are not disadvantaged. So we have the PSO subsidy and it is quite expensive for the government, but it is good
for regional development. SP
To watch the full interview, log on to:
www.sps-aviation.com/news/?id=701&catId=2

www.sps-aviation.com
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AirSewA

P. Ashok GAjAPAthi RAju, MinisteR of Civil AviAtion, lAunChinG the AiRsewA web PoRtAl And Mobile APP in the PResenCe of
jAyAnt sinhA, MinisteR of stAte, MoCA, R.n. Choubey, seCRetARy, MoCA, And otheR diGnitARies

AirSewa app &
Portal launched
“We want a meaningful redressal of these grievances. Grievance by nature is not
delightful but redressal of them can push up the satisfaction level. A complaint if
attended to in a reasonable time frame and the person who has the grievance gets a
response, it will go down well with everyone.”
—P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju, Minister of Civil Aviation

PhotoGRAPh: AnooP kAMAth

BY Rohit Goel

T

The IndIan MInIsTer of Civil Aviation P. Ashok Gajapathi
Raju said that his Ministry is committed to provide a hasslefree and comfortable air travel experience to people. To do this,
he said, it is necessary to recognise the pattern of problems
that people face while travelling, and make suitable systemic
improvements in the working by all concerned. At a glittering
function in New Delhi attended by all stakeholders in the civil
aviation sector, the Minister launched the AirSewa portal and
mobile application. AirSewa is an initiative of the Ministry to
offer people a convenient and hassle-free air travel experience.
It can be operated through an interactive web portal as well as
through a mobile app for both Android and iOS platforms. The
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portal will include a mechanism for grievance redressal, backoffice operations for grievance handling, flight status/schedule
information, airport information and FAQs.
Starting the launch function, R.N. Choubey, Secretary, Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA), said that this is the start of a completely new chapter in the civil aviation sector. “Ours is a service
industry and we have very responsible players in this sector but
it was felt that the Ministry should take this initiative in putting
together a unified integrated platform which could provide for
a very quick interaction between the service providers and the
users of those services.” Thanking both the Ministers for their tremendous initiative in making this happen, the Secretary added

www.sps-aviation.com
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RELENTLESS JOURNEY OF
EXCELLENCE SINCE 1964

AirSewA

when you AnAlyse A CoMPlAint,
it MiGht thRow uP A PAtteRn. if it
thRows uP A PAtteRn, it is eAsieR to
woRk And solve thAt PAtteRn. we
hAve stARted now And will see how
it Goes. sCoPe of iMPRoveMent is A
Continuous PRoCess. we need to
hARness it. the ideA is Good thAt
we would like to AddRess ouR
CoMPlAints And tRy And iMPRove.

PRobleMs thAt AiR tRAvelleRs ARe
fACinG todAy need to be ResPonded
in A systeMAtiC RAtheR thAn An Ad
hoC MAnneR. AiRsewA is An AtteMPt
to PRovide suCh A systeMAtiC
APPRoACh to RedRessinG
PAssenGeR GRievAnCes.

the MinistRy should tAke this
initiAtive in PuttinG toGetheR A
unified inteGRAted PlAtfoRM whiCh
Could PRovide foR A veRy quiCk
inteRACtion between the seRviCe
PRovideRs And the useRs of those
seRviCes.

— jAyAnt sinhA, MinisteR of stAte
foR Civil AviAtion

— R.n. Choubey, seCRetARy,
MinistRy of Civil AviAtion

— P. Ashok GAjAPAthi RAju,
MinisteR of Civil AviAtion

that the inspiration for this came from the Prime Minister who
very sincerely had said that unless we provide this kind of service
from the service delivery departments of the government, we will
not be doing justice to our role. Secretary Choubey assured all
the users of this service that the Ministry shall take this forward
with the cooperation of all the service providers and will provide
a seamless service for all the users. “We welcome your feedback
so as to improve this service in times to come.”
To discuss and to get the perspectives of various stakeholders
from the industry, a panel discussion was organised with Ashok
Gajapathi Raju; Jayant Sinha, Minister of State for Civil Aviation;
Ashwani Lohani, Chairman and Managing Director, Air India;
Hari Marar, President of Airport Operations at the Kempegowda
International Airport Limited; and Deep Kalra, Chairman and
CEO, MakeMyTrip; as participants. Highlighting the requirement
of such a service, Jayant Sinha said that flight delays, problem in
refunds, long queues, lack of proper facilities at airports and complaints of lost baggage are the most common problems that air
travellers are facing today. He stressed upon the need to respond
to these problems in a systematic rather than an ad hoc manner.
He said that AirSewa was an attempt to provide such a systematic approach to redressing passenger grievances. Jayant Sinha
further added that although it was a major challenge to get the
various players who are a part of the civil aviation ecosystem on
to a common platform, this has been achieved through AirSewa.
During the panel discussion, Minister Raju also weighed in
with his own thoughts, “Complaints will always be there. There
is no family without complaints. How you address them is the
point. One can be pleasant, one can be nice, one can analyse it.
Probably, when you analyse a complaint, it might throw up a pattern. If it throws up a pattern, it is easier to work and solve that
pattern. We have started now and will see how it goes. Scope of
improvement is a continuous process. We need to harness it. The
idea is good that we would like to address our complaints and try
and improve. Most passengers have something else in mind. The
whole aviation process should make their life more pleasant.”

www.sps-aviation.com

With the launch of AirSewa, passengers will be able to register their grievances through the mobile app or on the web portal. The users will have the facility to upload voice or video along
with an elaborate description of their issues. They will be given
a unique reference number for each of their reported grievances
which would also be communicated through an e-mail as well
as a SMS. Users can then track the status and response to these
grievances through the mobile application as well as the web
application based on the reference number provided. Once the
grievance is closed, the complainant has an option to provide his
feedback and rate the overall experience and satisfaction.
Nodal officers have been selected for all stakeholder agencies
who will address the grievance in a time bound manner. Each
grievance shared will be directed to the responsible nodal agency
for resolution based on the grievance category chosen by the
complainant. The dashboard shall be divided into three categories consisting of grievances pending within timeline, grievances
pending beyond timeline and closed grievances. Each grievance
shall have a resolution timeline defined for initial response as
well as final resolution. Each communication made by the nodal
officer will be sent through an alert by e-mail and SMS.
In addition to posting of complaints and grievances, the
travellers will also have an option to check the flight status and
schedule between any of airports. Flights can be searched on
the basis of flight number or for all flights to a particular airport. Airport information will display basic weather information
and connecting flight details from the airport. Airport information will include basic details and contact information regarding airport services like wheelchair, transport/parking, rest and
relax, Wi-Fi services, etc.
Minister Raju called upon all service providers to adopt the
spirit of continuous improvement so that the collaborative platform of AirSewa can make air travel truly enjoyable for people. SP

To watch the video of the launch, log on to:
http://www.sps-aviation.com/news/?id=576&catId=2
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lufthansa technik

exclusive

Shockingly
impressive
Lufthansa Technik is the leading provider of maintenance,
repair and overhaul (MRO) and modification services
for civil aircraft. It is the number one company for MRO
services around the world, having been in this line of
business since the early 1950s. The German company,
which has been quite innovative on the front of VVIP and
VIP aircraft refurbishments, was present in full strength
at the Middle East and North Africa Business Aviation
Association (MEBAA) event in Dubai. Elaborating on some
of the special exhibits, its Vice President (Sales) VIP &
Special Mission Aircraft, Wieland Timm spoke in detail
of the company’s footprint in the specialised aviation
industry with Jayant Baranwal Editor-in-Chief of SP’s
Aviation. Excerpts of the interview....

Jayant Baranwal (JB): What are you exhibiting at MEBAA
2016?
Wieland Timm (Timm): We are exhibiting the design ideas of
the next Maybach which will come out in 2022. The next-generation of the Mercedes Benz-Maybach will have the same design
language than this cabin which you can buy now.

PhotograPhs: Lufthansa technik

JB: What all are you offering in terms of business aviation?
Timm: We are offering technical services for existing aircraft,
based on Airbus, Boeing and Bombardier aircraft. We have a
joint venture with Bombardier in Germany, a company called,
LBAS, Lufthansa-Bombardier Aviation Services. And we are doing modifications and outfitting on all Airbus and Boeing aircraft.
JB: What does outfitting mean, what all it includes?
Timm: Outfitting means adjusting airline cabin to a full VIP aircraft or a government aircraft or an aircraft belonging to a heat
of state as well as special Medevac cabins or parts of it.
JB: I notice that your responsibility also belongs to special
mission. What does that mean?
Timm: Special mission means for us aircraft which are based
on Airbus or Boeing aircraft but they are in military use or in
special use. We built three years ago a special zero-G aircraft
wherein you can have the same environment like an astronaut
or we also build what is very famous in Germany, an Ebola
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aircraft which has tents in it for intensive care of Ebola patients
flown out from Africa to Europe, into hospitals. Also we have
done some modifications on tanker aircraft, air refuelling.
JB: Which aircraft?
Timm: The A310 for the German Government, the air refuelling
aircraft and we are doing service of that aircraft and also the
new type of refuelling aircraft A330 and Boeing 737.
JB: Does it mean that you have started serving the military
market recently or have already been there for some time?
Timm: We started the first military work, I think nearly 30
years ago. Most of the governmental aircraft where we have a
very big footprint in are mostly used as Medevac aircraft and
so on. The German Government, the Belgian Government, the
French Government, the Italian Government and others are
our customers.
JB: Can you repeat which all customers are there for your
military solutions?
Timm: We have good relationship with Airbus Defence and
Space which is the military arm of Airbus. They produce the
A330 so we have a broad product then for those A330 air refuelling aircraft which they are selling, yes the MRTTs. It is the same
with the Boeings. For example, we are serving the air refuelling
aircraft from the Italian Air Force which is the Boeing 767.

www.sps-aviation.com
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lufthansa technik

neW face of privaTe Travel
foLLowing the recent worLd Premiere at the monaco Yacht show 2016, Lufthansa technik Presented the finaL version of the mercedes-Benz
stYLe viP caBin design in the middLe east at the meBaa 2016 for the first time. introducing a totaLLY new caBin concePt and oPening uP a
whoLe new dimension of Private air traveL, sensuaL PuritY and technoLogicaL Perfection reach their Peak in this jet.

JB: They are also coming up with KC-60 Boeing?
Timm: Yeah, but yes...based on the 767 there onwards we
can do some work. But we are not doing work on aircoolers
or whatever type of aircraft or fighter aircraft. This is not our
business. It follows our normal business because we are serving
about 3,800 aircraft around the world. So it’s nearly 20 to 25
per cent of all commercial use aircraft of Airbus and Boeing. It
has to do with components or parts or repairs of landing gears
of engines or whatever and that is one of our core businesses.
So this is what we can do on that aircraft or special aircraft.
For example, there is one aircraft, the Boeing 747 SP, which
belongs to the NASA and the German Centre of Space Aviation,
they have a telescope in, which can fly and which can open
during flight a huge cargo door so that the telescope can look
around in the space. It’s a unique aircraft, for a typical special
mission and it is unique because it is only one piece.
JB: You seem to be an established
name in ground-based solutions to the
airframe manufacturers in terms of
refurbishing the aircraft, MRO support
and outfitting?
Timm: Outfitting means green aircraft
where there is no cabin and at the end
there is a full equipped aircraft.
JB: Do you also convert passenger aircraft into cargo aircraft by any chance?
Timm: No, this is not our core business and
we’re not stepping in it.
JB: What about the pilot training, an
area which needs zero compromise?

www.sps-aviation.com

Timm: Yes of course we have huge training. The Lufthansa
group that means all companies which belongs to the Lufthansa family has training, dedicated pilot training where we
have a flight training schools in Germany and as well in the US.
Also we are doing training for all kinds of services on aircraft,
mechanics, engineering or whatever. We also have dedicated
schools where we are offering it around the world.
JB: So you do some sort of partnership with certain countries
to have joint collaboration to start schools, quality solutions?
Timm: Yes. we have done it, for example, in South America.
And when somebody is asking us for it and of course we are
open to that.

JB: In case any opportunity comes up also in India, would
you be willing to do it?
Timm: Why not? So we have no restrictions. Otherwise it’s not allowed to do some
cooperation, for example, I could imagine
in North Korea maybe. But India of course.
“We are exhibiting the
So we have several companies which bedesign ideas of the next
long to Lufthansa in India, established for
components, etc.
Maybach Which Will

coMe out in 2022. the
next-generation of the
Mercedes benz-Maybach
Will have the saMe
design language than
this cabin Which you can
buy noW.”

JB: Your pilot training, does it cover the
complete gamut of the aircraft or is it
basically concentrated only to business
aviation aircraft?
Timm: No, we also train airline pilots.
JB: You mean whether it is an Airbus or
the Boeing or Bombardier or Cessna or
Gulfstream?
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Timm: No, it is only limited to Airbus, Boeing and Bombardier.
We also have some Embraers because we are flying from the
airline side.
JB: If the pilot comes out of your training institute, is he
able to fly any kind of commercial aircraft?
Timm: No. Only Airbus, Boeing and Bombardier.
JB: So you have kept the domain restricted as of now. Are
you planning to expand the scope in the future?
Timm: I have no clue because I’m not responsible for this field
of business. But I could imagine that we are may be not expanding, because our core business is still our airlines. Think we
have nearly 6,000 pilots in our company, hence we have these
trainings and we are focusing on these types of aircraft which
are normally used, Airbus, Boeing and Bombardier.
JB: How is the business going for the VIP aircraft; is it
growing?
Timm: The business is currently picking up. In our case in general
the market is really slow because a lot of rich individuals are not
spending that money because the income is in the moment little
bit limited for example due to the oil price or some other economic reasons around the world. So the request is a little bit slow. The
second topic is also that the Airbus A320 family and the Boeing
737 family will change to a new generation, to the neos and to the
MAX. So in a lot of people are waiting for the new ones but they
are coming into the market in 2019, 2020 and the following year.
So at the moment the current built aircraft is going down
because they are picking up with the new ones. So therefore the
availability of what we call new green aircraft is limited but we
have very good link in the governmental market as they are still
purchasing aircraft.
JB: You mean the Heads of State?
Timm: Heads of State and Government for us are different. A
Head of State, for example, is the ruling family and the governmental aircraft is like in India or in Germany wherever politicians are ruling. So this is where we split it. But it’s how we see
it. Of course you are right, Heads of State or Government could
be the same. So and everybody sees it that in that specific way
and so therefore we split it. We are number one in outfitting 747.
We have done in all 25 aircraft and there is no King around the
world with such an aircraft which is not built for by our company.
JB: So you have good relationships with the Kings in particular?
Timm: Not with the Kings but with the organisations.
JB: What number of VIP aircraft are flying which are refurbished and configured by you?
Timm: We have the track record for green ones which we have
outfitted or did heavy modifications and heavy conversions because we are doing a lot of smaller ones. I will explain to you.
In total we have done 137 aircraft which I think is the biggest
number, nobody has done more. We are doing mostly the checks,
for example. We are doing checks on about 70 VIP and special
mission aircraft a year. In most checks small modifications are included changing cockpit, changing some seats or doing something
on the table or whatever, but these are not heavy mods. This is
why we said the heavy mod means that nearly 50 and more per
cent of the cabin is new or totally new arranged with newer materials or whatever. It’s 137 and smaller ones would be at 50 to 60 a
year, so it is 75 which I mentioned which we are doing every year.
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JB: Which is the number one country operator of such aircraft in terms of good number of aircraft?
Timm: I think, you mean where most of the VIP aircraft are
flying. For us typically the Middle East region, the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). This is our major market but we have a huge
share also in China because it’s picking up and also governmental wise it’s around the world. So we are very good, have a huge
portion in Europe. And I think the American market is not a
target for us as they are mostly linked to companies which are
American and they buy American and we are German, even if
we have companies in America.
JB: Lufthansa Technik does have some relationship with
Boeing, specifically for BBJ, correct?
Timm: We have a relationship generally and the VIP Department which is the BBJ of course. It’s the same with Airbus.
JB: Yesterday when I attended the press conference BBJ
said that they sell six aircraft a year. Doesn’t it appear a
restricted number in terms for business?
Timm: It’s not enough. If we look at the market for outfitting centres are requesting or have the capability of 30 aircraft a year. So
six is very much limited and six will grow as I mentioned when
the MAX is coming because currently they are not delivering six.
But for the governmental side, also used aircraft are interesting
for governments because they are not flying so much. The life of
an aircraft is much longer than a car. So therefore it’s not a problem if it’s, for example, that an aircraft is 10 years or 15 years or
20 years old it can still fly for the next 10 to 20 years.
JB: So a total of about 25 to 30 years minimum.
Timm: I think the life-cycle for modern types of aircraft is about
30 years. Military aircraft flying longer because they have heavy
modifications and they also need some modifications on the
older ones with new techniques, so they fly for almost 40 years.
JB: Can you elaborate on your MRO capability?
Timm: Yeah we are doing engine overhaul for these types of
aircraft, which I mentioned — Airbus, Boeing and Bombardier. We are doing landing gear overhaul. We are doing all
components, services which are in those types of aircraft. We
are doing as well base maintenance, line maintenance activities we are doing C services, that means carbon, or whatever
products such as nascelles we are repairing. We have several
cabin products, we are producing entertainment systems for
VIP aircraft. Well, we have a dedicated team with our OEM for
specific parts, so we have a seat, we have some cooking topics, we have some patient transport units and so on several
types of that. And we will find next year a new division which
links to digital data of aircraft and develop products for it. So
our idea is to have a preventive maintenance so you know in
advance when that component will collapse and when you
land the new component is there so that you can change it.
This is the idea in general.
JB: When is it going to be applicable?
Timm: Next year. We will start in the second quarter of next
year it will be established. I think its fully running and will be
next year because we need a dedicated team and so on. So
everybody is there. But we have to bring the people together
because Lufthansa Technik which is a technical arm of the
Lufthansa family has round about 25,000 employees. So we
want to put them together in one department so that the best
for the digital solutions, as we call it, are there.
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JB: Can you elaborate a little bit on Mercedes-Benz style
which sounds to be very interesting?
Timm: Mercedes-Benz style is the following Mercedes-Benz is
currently targeting the lifestyles of people so they are producing
and designing parts which are not only limited to cars. So there
are houses, there is a helicopter, there is a boat and so on. What
was missing from them was a cabin for an aircraft. And they
said okay we can do the design. We have some nice ideas but we
need a partner who can produce it. Mercedes-Benz stands for
I think typical German style, it’s engineering, it’s highest quality, always reliable and now it’s emotional. This is a new target.
This is why they say so and we are following the same ideas
because we are a German company, highest quality, always
processes, engineering clever and all these types. Therefore we
said as we are number one in outfitting aircraft and they have
some nice ideas how to do it, and therefore they get to design
with our engineering, our engineering collaborated if it could
work. If we got a certification we spoke to the authorities that
we want to produce something. At the end there was this cabin.
Have you seen that cabin? You’ll get to Google because we have
a 3D walk-through of the cabin. And we also did as well on the
A350 design which you can have a look also and outside is one
produced by us.
JB: When did you have this partnership finalised?
Timm: We started this idea about one-and-a-half years ago.
Then last year at EBACE exhibition in May we showed the first
pictures. we showed the full cabin this year in May at EBACE
because in the first step there were only renderings for the first
10 metres of the cabin and now we have a product launch. This
year we are going to be at the Monaco boat show because it is
pure lifestyle product. Everybody who is interested in arts and
unique design and all the innovations which will come in future
in aircraft cabins is included here. So, for example, you will see
in front of the windows, black glass. They call it black tunnel.
And these black tunnels all switches, the monitors are included
and it’s like a touchscreen and you can turn the glass so its black
when the sun is shining and you want to sleep or you can look
through as you like . So this is unique and this follows the design
ideas of the Mercedes cars. Currently the Mercedes have it in
small pieces in the dashboard but they are going to extend it
because the days of switches are gone. Right. It’s more like an
iPhone or smart-phone. So these ideas are following that you
can move the switches where you like as everybody has different
arm length. So if you are a smaller or taller person you will need
it in a different way so that you can get it in a very convenient
and comfortable way. So this will be included there for example.
Also we have the kitchen which you will see in the front when
you step in that aircraft which is the only kitchen in the world
which comes out of our innovation department where you have
live cooking in an aircraft which is normally prohibited. So we
developed a kitchen which provides live cooking solutions and
the approval from the authorities. It’s unique.
JB: All these innovations are they a result of your R&D effort? What kind of investment do you make in R&D?
Timm: For innovations we have a time frame of five years. We are
spending 200 million euros only for innovation. So in our normal
processes we also do some innovations in the engineering. In the
VIP section in Hamburg we have 1,100 people for outfitting. That
means green aircraft cabins, and modifications and maintenance.
So it’s nearly 50/50. And we have about 100 to 150 engineers in
the VIP department and they develop everyday new things because somebody has a new design idea how we can do it and
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so on. This is a regular process.
We do not count the money on
that because these are devel“We are nuMber one
opments during some normal
in the World, in size
workday. This is why we split
of capabilities of
it. So we have an innovation
centre which put some innovaWhat We are doing
tive ideas, for example, we are
around the World.
currently working on a paint
on aircraft which has specific
as i Mentioned to
structure so that you can reduce
you We have really
the fuel burn. The second one is
3,800 aircraft
in Hamburg which is one of the
biggest areas of innovation inunder service. this
dustry in the world. Somebody
is huge.”
says it’s number two, somebody
says its number three, regardless it is number one for cabins.
There’s an innovation centre
near the plant of Airbus which we have a chair and Airbus has
a chair and we are currently working on sound reducing systems
in aircraft cabins. We have been able to do it in our VIP aircraft
to reach the next level you have to do it in a different way. We are
currently searching for a new technology how to do it.
JB: Are you also in the business of FBOs?
Timm: No we are not in the FBO business.
JB: How do you rate your MRO capabilities in the world —
number one, number two or number three?
Timm: Number one of course.
JB: You mean the other competition is definitely less than you?
Timm: Yes, from the MRO point of business, right. We are number one in the world, in size of capabilities of what we are doing
around the world. As I mentioned to you we have really 3,800
aircraft under service. This is huge.
JB: When you speak of Bombardier, which particular aircraft do you deal with?
Timm: It is CRJs 900, we are flying and in the business aircraft we have Challengers, Globals and so on which is done by
our joint venture company LBAS. We have the commercial ones
which we are using in our airlines and we have the dedicated
for business aviation.
JB: I believe for you the Middle East remains one of the
very prime markets in the world. Is that correct?
Timm: Yes, correct. For both VIP and business aviation it is the
same. At the moment the customers are reducing the size of
the aircraft to reduce costs. So there were some customers who
bought a wide-body aircraft like A330 or 777 in the past and
now they are stepping towards A320 family or 737, BBJ/ACJ
type of aircraft. So those customers went before for A320 or 737
aircraft are now flying Globals for example. So this is currently
a trend. And on the other hand there were a lot of companies
which were founded who are offering aircrafts for rent like a
limousine service or so and everybody who has in the past their
own aircraft now are going there and saying OK we are flying
10-20 times a year so I can rent an aircraft for my trip.
JB: If we have too much of money, we also can rent it right?
Timm: Yes, you can rent it but not from us. So you need a company who is offering that. We are not renting aircraft. SP
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ZOOM AIR,
planning
big to
serve
REGIONAL
sector
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“While being a full-service airline, We are clear in
our approach to be an airline for smaller cities”
—— Koustav Dhar, Zoom air

The IndIan skIes Is seeing it all — full-service airlines, low-cost
carriers, regional airlines, non-scheduled operators and now one
more — scheduled commuter airline. On November 28, Zoom Air,
the first national scheduled commuter airline, was expected to take
to the skies, but the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA)
is yet to give the CAP 3100 (air operators certification manual).
Indeed, India is zooming into a different airspace altogether, trying
to tap the vast aviation market that lies across the country, through
different approaches. Awaiting approval from the DGCA which is
sitting over the file, the airline is said to be incurring losses with
people on the bench and aircraft on the ground.
Zoom Air is making a bold pitch of tapping the underserved
and unserved markets while being a premier full-service scheduled commuter airline. The idea is to cater to the travel needs of
the passenger from the secondary markets to the metro markets
and not like what most airlines do of moving metro passengers to
the secondary markets. On the sidelines of Aero Expo 2016, held
on 18-19 November in Delhi, in an exclusive interview with SP’s
Aviation, Koustav Dhar, one of the three promoters and Chief
Executive Officer and Managing Director of Zoom Air, explains
the rationale behind the move to capture Tier-II markets with
targeted approach. Koustav Dhar has over 25 years experience
in aviation, hospitality, travel and tourism sectors and is the only
CEO to lead an Indian scheduled airline for three times in the last
one decade — MDLR Airlines, Jagson Airlines and now Zoom Air.
SP’s Aviation (sP’s): all set to go?
koustav dhar (dhar): Yes, we are all set, we are all excited.
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We should be having the inaugural flight on November 28 if we
get the CAP 3100 from the DGCA by then. See, we are the first
scheduled operator to apply for a national licence after Vistara
got it in 2014. Since then a lot of policy level changes have taken
place and the DGCA and we have been having constant conversations to get the approvals.
sP’s: Will the inaugural flight be to durgapur?
dhar: The inaugural flight will be Delhi-Chandigarh-Delhi. We
are going to be having eight departures a day and we will be
connecting Durgapur too – it will be Delhi-Kolkata-Delhi; DelhiDurgapur-Delhi. The first aircraft – Bombardier CRJ200 LR –
has already arrived and we are excited about the aircraft which
has premium 2 x 2 seating with leather upholstery. The seat
pitch is 32 inches, comparable to any premium airline. We are
going to literally lay down the ‘red carpet’ for our passengers.
We intend to give a flying experience to the Tier-II traveller for
whom coming to Terminal 3 in Delhi itself could be a different
experience than going to Terminal 1D.
sP’s: For a start-up like yours, won’t operating from Terminal 3 be adding to your costs?
dhar: It may marginally but we have got slots/space which are
not being used. It works out well for us as well as GMR which
runs the airport as presently the space is being unused. Since
our aircraft does not use an aerobridge, we are parked where
the NSOPs (non-scheduled operators) are and we will have easy
access to our aircraft.
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sP’s: how many aircraft do you plan to induct and in what
timeline?
dhar: We are getting our second aircraft – CRJ200 on November
25. And by end December or thereabouts our CRJ fleet should
be five, all lease-cum-purchase from our lessors based in Dublin. The aircraft are 10 to 11 years old, but fresh from C Checks;
engine overhaul and completely refurbished. We have entered
into an agreement with Shaurya Aeronautics for maintenance.

with the airfare cap as we are going to be providing premium service. We planned out business model much before the RCS which
by the way is going to provide a big boost to regional players as
and when they come up. Zoom Air will focus on Northern India,
Central India and the North East. We can go to Mumbai as a national player, but then there is no space over there, thus Mumbai
is ruled out of regional connectivity. We are looking at Kota which
as an education hub has a substantial catchment area.

sP’s: Could you tell us about the concept of a scheduled
commuter airline?
dhar: Typically a commuter is who sets off in the morning from
one destination and returns in the evening. It is this concept we
are bringing to our Tier-II travellers. Presently, if they have to
go from Point A to Point B, they have to go via Point C which
does not make sense at all. We will be targeting the first class
train passengers for whom there will be considerable amount
of savings in terms of time. While being a full-service airline, we
are clear in our approach to be an airline for smaller cities. We
did not want to go for wide-body aircraft, nor the jets with seat
capacities of 90 to 140 as the market is not ripe for it. Our market assessments have indicated the right capacity for the right
places, hence we have gone for a 50-seater aircraft. We are going to be an airline for smaller cities. The passenger growth
right now from metros is between 20 and 25 per cent, whereas
Tier-II and -III are witnessing growth around 18 per cent and
that too mostly from the southern region. There is potential to
accelerate this growth from Tier-II and -III cities.

sP’s: Will you be going for code-sharing and also other
partnerships?
dhar: We are already in conversation with national airlines in
the SAARC, barring Pakistan. Once we firm up something, we will
make the announcement. Similarly, we are in discussions with
Air India where we can provide last-mile connectivity. We see
a lot of synergies with Air India which has Bombardier jets too.

sP’s: You are going to operate to smaller cities and yet you
are not a regional player. Won’t you be losing out on the
support that is being envisaged for regional players under
the Regional Connectivity scheme (RCs)?
dhar: Yes, we can avail every bit of RCS, but we are not going
to do that. We are going to be operating to 12 of the 16 airports
in the RCS Annexure 1A (list of underserved airports). We will
not be operating to the islands of Andaman and Nicobar and
Lakshadweep. The 12 airports are Jorhat, Lilabari and Tezpur
(in Assam); Jamnagar and Bhavnagar (Gujarat); Kullu (Himachal Pradesh); Shillong (Meghalaya); Agra and Allahabad (Uttar
Pradesh); Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh); Pantnagar (Uttarakhand);
and Durgapur (West Bengal). We do not want to be bracketed
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sP’s: Tell us about your funding arrangement?
dhar: We are three promoters and we have bought out Zexus
Air and rebranded the company as Zoom Air. We have gone in
for venture capital. We have got the aircraft at ‘decent’ leasing
rates. I think leasing is a big challenge and one has to really negotiate hard on this. Normally, it accounts for 14 to 15 per cent
of the operating cost and we have got it between 5 and 7 per
cent. Fortunately for us, Bombardier has been supportive as it
was keen on getting back into the Indian market which of late
had seen the Embraers and the ATRs gaining ground.
sP’s: What are the challenges that you see as you
roll-out soon?
dhar: Ground handling is going to be one major challenge. The
policy is that we can do self ground handling in RCS airports,
but if you look at my departures from Delhi or Kolkata I will be
stuck with third-party ground handling which can add to costs.
sP’s: Tell us about your revenue stream?
dhar: About 60 per cent will be brick and mortar (travel agencies)
since we will be tapping into Tier-II and -III markets and online.
We have got 26 different channels for non-traditional revenues.
We have got all these in place, we are just waiting to take-off! SP
— BY R. Chandrakanth
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Embraer achieved 1,000 E-Jets delivery in less than 10
years post its entry into service. Today, the E-Jets fleet has
accumulated more than 19 million flight hours, redefining the
traditional concept of regional aircraft by operating across a
range of business applications. SP’s Aviation Editor-in-Chief
Jayant Baranwal speaks to John Slattery, President & CEO of
Embraer Commercial on this occasion
Jayant Baranwal (JB): How do you perceive this milestone?
John Slattery (Slattery): We dedicate this milestone to all our
operator and lessor partners who embrace the E-Jets philosophy. Without each of them, we would never have achieved such
success with the programme. The milestone of the 1,300th delivery is a testament to how right-sizing makes sense. The E-Jets
E2; the second generation of the E-Jet programme, takes us to
the next chapter in this compelling story, offering unrivalled economics with an already global and highly successful franchise,
ensuring a winning combination for both airline and passenger.
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Relevance of this 1300th e-Jet milestone foR india:
We have seen multiple ‘success stories’ across the globe, demonstrating how airlines have used E-Jets to profitably stimulate
traffic in secondary and tertiary cities. Tianjin Airlines operates their fleet of E190s to develop routes to and from cities
like Tianjin, Xi‘an, Urumqi (west China) and Hohhot (northern
China). Similarly, we believe the E-Jets will have a central role
to play in supporting India in achieving its regional connectivity goals, and this should include building on the existing air
links at existing airports where new routes can be developed or
route frequencies can be increased. It’s a fleetsmart solution for
airlines. We believe this opportunity is real and that introducing the E-jets into the Indian airspace now will drive profitable
growth of the industry and the economy in India.
Based on Embraer’s studies, two-thirds of underserved markets within India are too thin in passenger demand for traditional narrowbody (B737 or A320) aircraft operations and more
than 80 per cent of these markets have stage lengths too long for
viable turboprop operations. It is forecast that by 2020, there will
be more than 120 underserved markets with an average stage
length of more than 1,000 km. These markets are more optimally
served by 80- to 130-seat jets offering the ideal capacity size to
match thin passenger demand and with the adequate range
capabilities. Being the world’s leading 70- to 130-seat aircraft
family, we aspire to having the E-Jet being the aircraft of choice
in these regional markets.

JB: How do you position Embraer in the changing world today?
Slattery: With almost 50 years’ experience in design, development, production, commercialisation and support of civil aircraft
to airlines around the world, Embraer is uniquely positioned in
terms of experience to provide airlines the confidence they need
for acquiring efficient products and services. Support and services is also a cornerstone of our investment philosophy. We support
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more than 2,000
commercial aircraft via a worldwide network of
owned and authorised service
centers, including
a 24-hour customer care facility in Brazil. I’m
expecting
that
these investments
and product innovations will keep us one step ahead well into the next decade.
JB: Can you comment on some of the past milestones?
Slattery: When we launched the clean sheet E-Jet design just
over 10 years ago it was to create an all new market segment.
From the first deliveries, in March of 2004, to LOT Polish
Airlines and US Airways, the programme grew steadily until
achieved this 1,300 produced E-Jet right today. Even with one
of the biggest economic crises in the world, Embraer achieved
1,000 E-Jets delivery in less than 10 years post its entry into
service. Today, the E-Jets fleet has accumulated more than 19
million flight hours, redefining the traditional concept of regional aircraft by operating across a range of business applications.
JB: If you can elaborate on the transformation process, i.e.
ERJ to E-Jet journey, for example?
Slattery: The introduction of the ERJ family, in 1996, represented
the beginning of the commercial jets era for Embraer. However,
the ERJs were more concentrated in the US and Western Europe.
The E-Jets programme was a bold decision that represented a
technological leap for Embraer in terms of design, aircraft size and
avionics. Also, with the E-Jets, Embraer expanded its customer
base worldwide, reaching airlines everywhere, from Mexico to
Australia, including regions like Eastern and Central Europe and
Africa, apart from the US and Western Europe. In fact, today, E-jets
are being operated by 70 airlines in 50 countries. This customer
base gives the E-Jets E2 a strong tailwind of momentum given
the established global footprint. We’re expecting to capture new
operators in the coming years given the substantial operational
cost savings the E2s will bring compared to some larger currentproduction jets as airlines right-size to improve their yields. Again,
it is now proven; the E-jets are a fleetsmart solution! SP
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Tianjin Airlines–
Embraer,
perfect fit for
China’s regional
expansion
PhotograPh: EmbraEr

Tianjin Airlines is also the largest E-Jets operator in Asia with 62 aircraft, which redefined
the operation model of regional aviation in China
BY R. ChandRakanth
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The InTernaTIonal aIr TransporT Association (IATA)
has forecast that China will displace the US as the world’s largest aviation market by 2024. India will be placed third. The
growth of China and India are not surprising ones, expected as
the two Asian giants are geographically and demographically
huge. China’s land area is three times larger than India’s and
China’s population is nearly 1.4 billion.
If these statistics is not going to change air traffic growth,
nothing will. China has already made considerable progress in
connecting the vast geographical area. It is forecast to add 817
million new passengers by 2024 to take the air passenger total
to 1.3 billion by then. This is humongous. And these numbers
are going to come from the hinterland for which regional airlines are going to be playing a major role.
First E-JEt opErator in China
Tianjin Airlines of the HNA group is one of them, making strong
headway in the regional market. Tianjin Airlines owns a young
and de luxe fleet. The total number of airplanes is 77, mainly
consisting of A320, E190 and ERJ145. Tianjin was the first
operator of an Embraer jet in China.
Helping Tianjin Airlines capture this growing regional market is Embraer which recently reached another milestone in
its E-Jets programme, delivering the 1,300th aircraft from its
stables. The E-Jet, an E195, was handed over to China’s Tianjin
Airlines in a ceremony at the Embraer factory in Sao Jose dos
Campos. This delivery brings the Tianjin Airlines E-Jet fleet to
45, the largest in Asia.
“We dedicate this milestone to all our customers who have
embraced the E-Jets philosophy. Without each of them, we
would never have achieved such success with the programme,”
said John Slattery, President & CEO, Embraer Commercial Aviation. “It’s a great pleasure to share this exciting moment with
Tianjin. We’ve been partners for many years and we look forward to many more decades, as the airline grows with the E2.”
First E2 to tianJin airlinEs in 2018
During Chinese President Xi Jinping’s 2014 state visit to Brazil, Embraer and Tianjin Airlines signed an agreement for up
to 20 E195s and 20 E190-E2s. The first E2 is scheduled to be
delivered to Tianjin Airlines in 2018. Tianjin Airlines is among
Embraer’s earliest customers in China. In 2008, it became the
first airline to operate an E-Jet in the country. It is also the
Embraer Authorized Service Center in the region.
Liu Lu, Executive Chairman and President of Tianjin Airlines,
said this is another milestone for Tianjin Airlines. “Tianjin Airlines
started as a regional carrier, and E-Jets have played a crucial role
in our fleet optimisation and route expansion. Tianjin Airlines is
also the largest E-Jets operator in Asia with 62 aircraft, which
redefined the operation model of regional aviation in China. We
are proud to receive the 1,300th E-Jet of Embraer and we look
forward to the new E-Jets E2 to bring us even more value.”
Embraer has been leading the Chinese regional aviation
industry with a market share around 80 per cent of regional jet
orders. To date, the company has logged orders for 190 commercial aircraft, 21 of which are pending government approval.
rEgional EConomiC ConstruCtion
Tianjin Airlines is based in Tianjin, the economic centre of Bohai
Rim aggressively serving development of regional economic
construction and committed to providing easy and convenient
air travelling service for passengers, Tianjin Airlines emerges as
a new force in China’s civil aviation market.
Tianjin Airlines was set up in June 2009 with co-investment
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RELENTLESS JOURNEY OF
EXCELLENCE SINCE 1964
from HNA Group company Ltd, Tianjin Duty-free Zone Investment Company Ltd and Hainan Airlines Co., Ltd. Through
years of exploration and expansion, Tianjin Airlines has gradually become regional airlines of industrial influence, as well as
one of the fastest growing and most dynamic airlines in China’s
civil aviation history.
As an aviation enterprise co-established by Tianjin government and HNA Group, Tianjin Airlines owns a young and de
luxe fleet. The total number of airplanes is 77, mainly consisting of A320, E190 and ERJ145. A320 adopts a cabin layout of
144 economy class seats and 8 business class seats, in order
to make larger legroom and better comfort. E190 removes
middle seats and lays two seats abreast on either side in a
row, in order to make a more spacious cabin. E190 rivals comfort of large wide-body airplanes. ERJ145, a mature regional
airplane type in the world, is featured by its mobility and flexibility. The comfort of ERJ145 matches Boeing 737 and is honoured as ‘luxury air bus’.
six hubs
Tianjin Airlines has already built a regional route network with
six hubs, Tianjin, Xi’an, Hohhot, Urumqi, Nanning and Guiyang.
The routes are covering the entire country and also some neighbouring countries. Tianjin Airlines has opened two international (regional) routes including Tianjin-Hong Kong and Tianjin-Ulan Bator. From Tianjin hub, there are almost 40 routes to
cities such as Sanya, Wuhan, Nanjing, Qingdao, Ningbo, Xiamen, Hohhot, Wenzhou, Xi’an and Nanning. From Hohhot hub,
there are almost 20 routes to cities such as Chifeng, Dalian,
Shenyang, Ordos, Ji’nan, Wenzhou, Harbin, Taiyuan, Nanchang,
Tianjin, Yantai and Changchun. From Xi’an hub, there are
almost 20 routes to cities such as Baotou, Urumqi, Ordos, Hefei,
Fuzhou, Wenzhou, Hohhot, Lanzhou, Jiayuguan, Nanjing, Nanning, Haikou and Qingdao. There are also over 50 routes from
hubs of Urumqi, Nanning and Guiyang. In 2011, Tianjin Airlines
has altogether opened 137 domestic and international routes to
more than 80 cities.
Since establishment, it has a good flight safety record. Tianjin Airlines owns a highly skilled, experienced and well-trained
pilot team, as well as a professional and standardised maintenance team, both laying a solid foundation for rapid development of the company. In October 2010, Tianjin Airlines was
authorised by Embraer as first Asian E-jets service centre.
With excellent operating quality and outstanding service
quality, Tianjin Airlines was awarded ‘Best Regional Airlines of
the Year’ by Center for Asia Pacific Aviation (CAPA) in 2009,
‘Best Domestic Regional Airlines of China’ and ‘World 4-Star
Airlines’ by SKYTRAX in 2011. Tianjin Airlines has become the
youngest 4-Star airlines in global civil aviation industry.
rEbalanCEd trunk and rEgional routEs
In initial days, route network of Tianjin Airlines mainly covers
remote and less developed area in north-west, north, northeast and south-central China. Consequently, Tianjin Airlines has
made extraordinary contributions to development of the west,
rejuvenation of old industrial bases in north-east and boost of
red tourism. The establishment of Tianjin Airlines has largely
rebalanced trunk and regional route network and played an
important role in China’s civil aviation development, especially
regional civil aviation.
Based on the philosophy of “Take root in Tianjin, serve the
nation”, Tianjin Airlines sticks to a regionalised and localised way
of operation and endeavours to become an aviation enterprise
group serving development of regional economic construction. SP
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MIDDLE EAST
IN THE MIDDLE OF
A CRISIS
It is estimated that the growth in the region will be modest at 3.5 per cent in 2016 with
little improvement expected in 2017
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The Middle easT for quite some time now has been in the
midst of some crisis or the other. If it is not the slump in oil prices,
it is some ongoing conflict or the other in the region that has been
weighing down the economies. The dual effect can be disastrous.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has said that uncertainties arising from conflicts in Iraq, Libya, Syria and Yemen are
weakening confidence and lower oil prices are taking a toll on
exports and economic activity in oil exporters. It said the growth
in the region will be modest at 3.5 per cent in 2016 with little
improvement expected in 2017. This has certainly impacted the
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aviation sector, particularly business aviation which is in the doldrums in the region. There is selling of pre-owned private jets
and the global situation isn’t either encouraging, as there are not
many takers for the business jets, though it is a buyer’s market.
The asset value of the business jets has taken a significant hit.
During the seventh biennial Middle East and North Africa
Business Aviation Association (MEBAA) event recently, industry
leaders and experts were handing out advice to companies to
adapt themselves as quickly as possible to the situation for survival. They were encouraging companies to consolidate on the
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ing crunch and real estate growth.
Kurt Edwards, Director General of the International Business Aviation Council (IBAC), said that the business realities of
the sector cannot be underestimated. “Business aviation is an
industry that connects all parts of the world, it connects financial capitals, political capitals, remote regions, underserved citUAE And SAUdi ArAbiA hold kEy
The founding Chairman of MEBAA, Ali Alnaqbi, has said: “The ies and its growth really depends on the safety and access of the
Middle East and North African market is developing well despite industry, as well as a regulatory environment that understands
everything that is going on there in terms of [political] upris- and recognises its unique and diverse roles.”
The IBAC chief said regulators still need to get a better grip
ings and destabilisation.” Of the many Gulf states, only Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) are holding some on it. “It’s a very diverse industry, you have owner operated airsemblance of positivity. The two countries account for 35 per craft, corporate flight departments, on demand charters and air
cent and 26 per cent respectively of the Middle East business taxis and fractional ownership to name a few – each of those is a
aircraft fleet. Alnaqbi has pointed that there has been growth in little bit different, each of those requires a slightly different way,
a different treatment and, of course, it poses some interesting
other countries such as Morocco and Jordan.
Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest oil exporter, is also going challenges for regulators that may not understand models other
through economic woes. Of late, its strong leadership has shown than scheduled air transport.”
The Middle East accounts for a small percentage of the
greater appreciation for business aviation needs and have started
relaxing rules to prop up the sector. Recently, it scrapped the Part 34,000 plus worldwide business aviation fleet, but has experi91 aircraft registrations which was being misused for illegal enced good growth in the recent past. The realisation that busicharter flights. Now all operators need to get a commercial air ness aviation is a ‘productivity tool’ propels growth and Middle
Eastern buyers have been buying for helpoperators certification. Alnaqbi said that
ing businesses and also for luxury travel.
the Saudis had opened up the market for
Experts state that business aviation needs
new operators and the market was growExpErts statE that
to be factored in when the authorities are
ing by around 8 to 9 per cent each year.
planning airport and master economic
The window to the Middle East, no
businEss aviation
planning as this segment is a critical comdoubt, is the UAE with the Emirate of
nEEds to bE factorEd in
ponent in economic development.
Dubai taking the lead when it comes to
Most of the jets in the Middle East
being business savvy. The policies and
whEn thE authoritiEs
region are midsized, typically seating
regulations for the business aviation comarE planning airport
between six and 19 passengers. While
munity are lot more liberal and forthcomand mastEr Economic
small and midsize jets are regularly used
ing here. The exclusive business aviation
for domestic requirements there was
airport at Al Bateen and now the recent
planning as this
spurt in demand for larger jets for key
opening of a VIP terminal housing mulsEgmEnt is a critical
international connections, but that now
tiple FBOs at the Dubai World Central
has slowed down considerably.
Airport, are indicative of the fact that the
componEnt in Economic
authorities are addressing the needs of
dEvElopmEnt
the segment. While the other countries in
UAE plAnning own jEt in 2019
the region are trying to grow the sector,
The Middle East knows that this cyclical
they are kind of eclipsed by UAE, Saudi
economic downturn will soon be a thing
Arabia and Jordan.
of the past and it has started looking at
Ali Alnaqbi said: “Jordan introduced business aviation into the coming up with its own aircraft. Mubadala Aerospace, a busiMiddle East when the first operator in the region began flying with ness unit of the Abu Dhabi-based Mubadala Development Comsupport of the late King Hussein, who was keen to make Amman a pany, is already working at it. It has set an ambitious target of
business aviation centre for the region. Today Jordan is still mak- rolling out the first aircraft from the Arab region by 2019. The
ing steady progress and is one of four countries whose industry business jet is going to be with the help of Italian Piaggio Aero
has grown in the last year. Its renovation of Queen Alia Airport Industries in which it has 31.5 per cent stake.
will only help provide improved infrastructure to support business
With or without its own aircraft, the Middle East will be a
aviation and we are delighted to be in Jordan to support and pro- hunting ground for OEMs for a long time to come. Hamburg-based
mote its progression.”
WINGX Advance, commissioned by MEBAA, provided an analysis
of the regional industry, highlighting a mixed picture. Whilst the
number of active and registered business jets has leveled off since
MEbAA hAS work cUt-oUt
The Association has acknowledged that there is a lot more work 2000, with a CAGR of -0.1 per cent, the number of operators has
to promote business aviation across the vast region. In Qatar, increased at an annual rate of 2.7 per cent, reinforcing MEBAA
only Qatar Executive, a subsidiary of government-run Qatar Air- predictions that the industry will be worth $1 billion by 2020.
The reasons for that are Middle East is ranked tenth in the
ways, is operating with no competition whatsoever and MEBAA
top global market for luxury spending, according to consultancy
is impressing upon Qatar to end such monopolistic policy.
The question before the business aviation community is firm Bain & Co. The consumption of luxury goods increased by
how fast it will prioritise investment and adapt itself to the 11 per cent in 2014, while Knight Frank has named Qatar, the
situation, failing which the segment is going to be in a worse UAE and Saudi Arabia as the top three countries in the new
off situation. After the recent Global Aerospace Summit in Abu luxury opportunity index. This augurs well for the business aviDhabi, a white paper was released, in which the problems were ation market which not only falls in the luxury segment, but also
highlighted, so were the steps that needed to be taken and they as a business tool in the Middle East which is becoming a major
included infrastructure creation, technology upgradation, staff- aviation hub on the East-West axis. SP
businesses through cost-cutting measures, innovative marketing, etc. Though there may be pockets in the Middle East where
some players have been able to navigate through these difficult
circumstances, but it’s gloom elsewhere.
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BAOA

Releasing the RepoRt: (l to r) Jayant nadkarni, President, Baoa; gP CaPt r.k. Bali, Managing direCtor, Baoa; dr renu ParMar, senior eConoMiC
advisor, MoCa; Colonel sanJay Julka, viCe President, Baoa, and Mark Martin, Founder and Ceo, Martin Consulting

BAOA brings out
the first ever
Industry Report
on Business
Aviation in India
PhotograPh: Baoa

“We hope this report leads to action. This report will be widely distributed in the
government, in DGCA, operators and others and we hope this report will make a difference.”
— Jayant Nadkarni, President, Business Aircraft Operators Association
BY Rohit Goel
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RELENTLESS JOURNEY OF
EXCELLENCE SINCE 1964

BAOA

Business AviAtion in indiA continues to remain much
below its potential. In sharp contrast to the growth of scheduled airlines, business aviation in India over the last five years
charted a meagre 2 per cent growth. Provided certain immediate and long-term actions are taken, India is looking at a relatively conservative fleet growth projections of about 7 per cent
over a long period, a median between best case of 12 per cent
and as is case today of 2 per cent, according to the first industry
report released by the Business Aircraft Operators Association
(BAOA) along with its knowledge partner Martin Consulting LLC.
“The aim of the BAOA Industry Report is to present and
make aware the contribution, role and strategic fulcrum that
business aviation has played with shaping the India of today.
Business aviation is no longer a corporate status symbol, but
an imperative business tool needed by captains of industry and
national leaders to grow in a highly competitive global business
environment,” said Jayant Nadkarni, President, BAOA.
Elaborating the unique contents of the report and how it
is different, Nadkarni added, “What is really different is that it
gives an overall perspective. There was no overall perspective
given in the past. Business aviation and scheduled airlines are
two sides of the same coin. The report is basically targeted at
solutions and how to move forward with an overall perspective.
Also, the report brings in an international perspective. We have
been in touch with IBAC (International Business Aviation Council) and its members and the report gives a global perspective
on how things are done while not forgetting the Indian perspective. The big reason why this report is different! People would
want to hold on to this report. Read it repeatedly and keep it as
a reference for the future. We hope this report leads to action.
This report will be widely distributed in the government, in the
Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), operators and others and we hope this report will make a difference.”
Commenting on the state of business aviation and how this
report came about, Nadkarni said, “We can really grow and a
lot depends upon how we move to dismantle various rules and
infrastructure hurdles. We really need to move it up. It is sad
that a country that is growing at 7.5 per cent GDP for so long
and has 20 per cent plus growth for the scheduled airlines has
such a small growth in business aviation. This does not happen

anywhere else in the world. This report is useful in that connection”. He went on to acknowledge the contributions made
by Rohit Kapur, former President BAOA, Commander Pradeep
Agarwal, Colonel Sanjay Julka and Mark Martin of Martin Consulting for their initiative, time and efforts in coming out with
this report.
The report highlights examples of efficiencies imparted by
business aviation, and how this sector makes the country more
stable and secure, as employment and economic sustenance is
provided to people through industries that are set up by businesses. It enhances economic development which goes on to
benefit the common man and a resurgent India. This was showcased by Colonel Sanjay Julka, Vice President, BAOA, when he
presented the case of Raigarh and how business aviation indirectly promoted the growth of this city.
“What emerges from this report is a powerful message. That
message is business aviation is the catalyst India needs to grow
and attain its regional and global supremacy; and we are firm
in our judgement that the challenges and hurdles this industry
faces must not be overlooked as that may be construed as being
restrictive and not conducive to growing India,” said Mark D.
Martin, founder and CEO, Martin Consulting LLC.
Admitting that business aviation growth rate in India has
not kept pace with the GDP growth and industrial growth, Dr
Renu Parmar, Senior Economic Advisor, Ministry of Civil Aviation, invited BAOA to highlight the major concerns of the sector.
“What are the issues, not the list but the main two or three
issues that we need to address for business aviation?”
The new National Civil Aviation Policy is a step in the right
direction, which has touched upon every sector of aviation, but
has clearly left out business aviation. This is due to the incorrect
perception that the sector only benefits the affluent, who can
afford the higher costs and thus can be ignored. It is not appreciated that both scheduled airlines as well as business aviation are
integral parts of public air transportation in any nation. You cannot do without either one. Business aviation’s immense contribution to India’s economic growth story remains grossly undervalued and unappreciated. Given the right impetus, the sector
has the potential to create a revolution in regional connectivity
and economic benefits for the country, the report concluded. SP
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BAOA IntervIew

exclusive
“The objective of the industry report was very clear in our
minds. It should become a reference book that people
would like to pull out and read, repeatedly, and act on it,”
says Jayant Nadkarni, President of BAOA. In an interview
with Jayant Baranwal, Editor-in-Chief, SP’s Aviation, he
outlines the objectives behind the recently released BAOA
report on business aviation in India.

PhotograPh: Baoa

Business
Aviation is about
necessity and
progress, not
luxury
arching impression of readers should be yes, India should
SP’s Aviation (SP’s): What is the overall objective of this
emulate these practices, do this or not do that. The objective
solidly comprehensive BAOA report? What exactly is the
of the industry report was very clear in our minds. It should
role of the same?
Jayant Nadkarni (Nadkarni): For many years now, we had become a reference book that people would like to pull out
been seeing industry reports that were no doubt good, but we and read, repeatedly, and act on it. Only that would justify the
were not getting results for our industry. In parallel, given the role we set for this report.
backdrop of falling growth of business
SP’s: Who all are likely to read this?
aviation (BA) in India, despite its huge
Nadkarni: We hope that a very wide secpotential that is so fashionable to talk of,
tion of people would read the report from
we decided to act on it. And last year,
“Our repOrt has a
officials in the Ministry, DGCA, AAI, BCAS,
the Governing Board of BAOA commisspecial case study
state governments, industry personnel
sioned this comprehensive report. The
of course, and also potential buyers and
guiding principles while working on the
On a live example in
owners of business aircraft would do well
report were that it should be very readindia
Of
remOte
area
to read this report.
able and believable. It should explain
industrialisatiOn that’s
our past and present, how we got here,
SP’s: As you have mentioned, BA is still
without indulging in any blame games.
been pOssible Only due
treated as the sector / industry preIt should take into account global best
tO easy access prOvided
ferred by affluent/ highly rich people.
practices but without suggesting cutHow do you plan to change this percepcopy-paste answers for India. The overby business aviatiOn”
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PhotograPh: KarthiK Kumar / SP guide PuBnS

mOre business aircraft
flying arOund the
wOrld, and indeed
in india, are true
wOrkhOrses that
impart flexibility tO
their users that is
just nOt pOssible frOm
scheduled airlines

SP’s: The National Civil Aviation Policy (NCAP) did not have
tion? In fact BA at times remain connected with luxurious
the mention of BA operators. What are the plans to get this
travel – yet another stigma attached to the industry. What
set deterrence rectified?
are your plans?
Nadkarni: Our plans are already underway, as they have been Nadkarni: We had taken it up with the government who have
from the time of our inception. They have only gathered more been very responsive and open to hearing our point of view, and
steam now. To tackle the specific perception issue you men- we are positive that BA will get its due over time.
tioned, we hope to educate the masses through media and
conferences and of course industry reports like the one just re- SP’s: The delivery time of aircraft to the operators / owners
leased, that the popular notion of luxury associated with BA is as well as the first take-off of the aircraft involves some six
wrong. This is not easy. It will take time. But it is an effort that months kind of quite a painfully long period as is conveyed
we must go through with. Unfortunately without meaning to, at times by many of the stakeholders, while these steps
in the past some OEMs may have contributed to this notion by need not take more than a few days. How do you plan to get
advertising “luxury” in their aircraft. There is no doubt that a such discrepancies addressed by concerned authority?
business aircraft is a luxury symbol. But luxury is only half the Nadkarni: This is a problem that still needs to be addressed
story. In fact more business aircraft flying around the world, and we hope will improve with time and as our interactions
and indeed in India, are true workhorses that impart flexibility increase.
to their users that is just not possible from scheduled airlines.
The extra time saved is put to productive use for the economy, SP’s: How is the DGCA attitude these days versus the industry?
in setting up factories, ushering in growth, creating jobs and Nadkarni: Good, encouraging. We believe all of us are stakeprosperity. Our report has a special case study on a live example holders together in the industry — from the government, reguin India of remote area industrialisation
lators, operators and aircraft owners. It is
that’s been possible only due to easy actransparency in rules and knee-jerk reaccess provided by business aviation. To
tions that need to be addressed.
date, this hinterland district is not served
“we believe all Of us are
by scheduled airlines, and yet it has seen
SP’s: Have we been able to convey the
stakehOlders tOgether
progress on nearly every socio-economic
concrete aspect and role of BA to the
parameter, be it number of hospital beds,
government departments that business
in the industry —
industries, technical schools and colleges
aircraft are the business tools which
frOm the gOvernment,
and many other measures. If this is not a
continue enabling contributions to the
benefit from BA to the common man, then
regulatOrs, OperatOrs,
economy of the country?
what is? Is it right for anyone to propagate
Nadkarni: Yes we have and I must say that
and
aircraft
Owners.
that BA is only about luxury? No, it’s also
sections of the government is seized of the
it is transparency in
about necessity and progress. Not just the
role of BA, although this message clearly
affluent benefit from BA, everyone beneneeds to become more all pervasive across
rules and knee-jerk
fits. Many advanced countries have recogdepartments and ministries and show in
reactiOns that need tO
nised this and harnessed the advantages
results. However, signs are encouraging.
from BA, so should India.
We need to keep persevering. SP
be addressed.”
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Show RepoRt
successful debut:
ultra-long range Falcon 8X

worrisome
SCENARIO @
mebaa 16
This year there were 450 exhibitors from 50 countries and nearly 50 aircraft on the
static display

PhotograPh: Dassault aviation

BY R. ChandRakanth

T

The Three-day Middle easT and North Africa Business
Aviation Association (MEBAA) Show 2016 was a success on
many counts and the event has come to epitomise the trends
in the Gulf region. The event held from December 6 to 8 at the
new Al Maktoum International Airport was against a backdrop
of continued global uncertainty about when robust economic
growth will return.
The aviation industry here is always looking at ways and
means of expanding business, as it is a major contributor to the
economic prosperity of the region. The seventh biennial event
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was preceded by the MEBAA Conference, which is supported
by the UAE General Civil Aviation Authority (GCAA). The CEO of
Mubadala, Homaid Al Shemmari in his keynote address said the
business aviation sector has to adapt and consolidate to be relevant in the difficult times. He listed out many challenges facing
the sector including costs, stiff competition from commercial airlines, increasing customer expectations and geopolitics. Despite
the looming clouds, MEBAA organiser F&E Aerospace said the
event was almost 10 per cent bigger than the previous edition
in 2014. This year there were 450 exhibitors from 50 countries
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and nearly 50 aircraft on the static display, attracting over 9,000
visitors. The aircraft on display included from the small aircraft
Diamond light singles to the big boys – Airbus and Boeing with
their business variants.
“We are thrilled to see the show going from strength to
strength…and the fact that we are seeing so many new exhibitors from around the world, coupled with the increases in commitment, demonstrates that the MEBAA show is cementing its
status in the business aviation industry,” said MEBAA founding
Chairman Ali Alnaqbi.
Falcon 8X debut
Dassault Aviation presented its expanding line of large-cabin
long range Falcon business jets – Falcon 8X and Falcon 2000
LXS twinjet. It introduced for the first time the ultra-long range
Falcon 8X. The first Falcon 8X delivery to a Gulf customer took
place in mid-November, following its certification by the GCAA.
“The delivery of a Falcon 8X to a regional operator – barely
a month after the entry into service of the first aircraft – says
a lot about the important role the Middle East is expected to
play in the success of our new flagship,” said Renaud Cloatre,
International Sales Director for the Middle East Region. Like the
Falcon 7X, Dassault’s most popular offering in the region, the
8X is expected to be a big seller in the region, where operators
value the exceptional combination of range, cabin comfort and
operating efficiency. The Middle East Falcon fleet has nearly
doubled in the last seven years, to over 70 aircraft, and continues to grow despite the softness of the current global market.
Derived from the popular Falcon 7X, the Falcon 8X offers
the greatest range and the longest cabin of any Falcon, allowing
it to fly non-stop from New York to Dubai, Dubai to Adelaide, or
Chicago to Jeddah. It also share the 7X’s exceptional operating
economy and short-field performance.
Dassault Falcon also presented the Falcon 2000LXS equipped
with FalconEye CVS. The 4,000 nm (7,410 km) Falcon LXS, the
newest addition to the 2000 line, offers a short-field capability
comparable to smaller midsize and super midsize business jet
models but with a far better range and comfort level.
ReinFoRced PRoduct SuPPoRt netwoRk
Dassault continues investing in the Gulf to improve and expand
its regional product support network. Falcon customers can rely

RELENTLESS JOURNEY OF
EXCELLENCE SINCE 1964

on an Authorised Service Centre, spares distribution centre and
regional sales office in Dubai and an Authorised Service Centre and technical office in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. These regional
facilities are backed by a growing global support network staffed
by some 1,700 Dassault engineers, experts and technicians.
GulFStReam PitcheS FouR-livinG aRea G650eR
Gulfstream Aerospace Corp. displayed three of its business
jets – the flagship Gulfstream G650ER, the high performing
Gulfstream G550 and the class-leading Gulfstream G280. The
attraction at the event was the four-living-area of G650ER highlighting the company’s commitment to exceeding customers’
expectations for customisation, comfort and craftsmanship.
Mark Burns, President, Gulfstream said that “Gulfstream aircraft deliveries to the Middle East began in 1976. Forty years
later, we have more than 120 aircraft based in the Middle East
and North Africa. With this growth, we continue to invest in Product Support capabilities throughout the region, including expanding our parts and materials inventory at Dubai World Central.”
ceSSna citation latitude wowS middle eaSt
Textron Aviation Inc debuted the Cessna Citation Latitude midsize business jet, besides it had on display the Cessna Grand
Caravan EX and the Beechcraft King Air 350i turboprops.
“Textron Aviation supports an expanding fleet of more than
300 jets and turboprops in the Middle East utilised throughout
the region in various business and special mission applications,”
said Kriya Shortt, Senior Vice President, Sales and Marketing.
Cessna Citation Latitude has experienced tremendous success
with 40 aircraft delivered and over 12,000 fleet hours amassed
in just over a year. Its reliability, efficiency and total ownership
value make it an ideal business tool for operators in the Middle
East and throughout the world.
“We expect this family of aircraft will be ideal for meeting the
high demand for larger business jets in the Middle East where
we’ve experienced excellent market reception of our Citations,”
said Shortt.
beechcRaFt intRoduceS SPecial miSSion enhancementS
Beechcraft Corporation said it is now offering Pratt and Whitney Canada PT6A-67A engines for improved performance on its
King Air 350HW and King Air 350ER turboprops. The company

PhotograPhs: gulFstreaM, airBus

highlights: (leFt) Four-living-area g650er on DisPlay at MeBaa 2016; (right) Jet aviation DuBai Joins acJ service centre network.
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is offering an increased gross weight
option for these platforms, increasing
the maximum take-off weight to 17,500
pounds. Both enhancements are now
FAA and EASA certified and offered as
factory options for new aircraft or as
aftermarket modifications.
“The King Air 350 platform is
renowned as a worldwide mission
enabler and these optional enhancements
will offer customers added performance
and payload for special mission operations,” said Bob Gibbs, Vice President of
Special Mission Aircraft. “We have successfully modified a fleet of NATO air
force-operated King Air 350ER aircraft
with these upgrades, and we are excited
to offer these options to provide more
value to our special mission customers.”

The CeO Of Mubadala,
hOMaid al SheMMari in
hiS keynOTe addreSS
Said The buSineSS
aviaTiOn SeCTOr haS TO
adapT and COnSOlidaTe
TO be relevanT
in The diffiCulT
TiMeS. he liSTed OuT
Many ChallengeS
faCing The SeCTOr
inCluding COSTS, STiff
COMpeTiTiOn frOM
COMMerCial airlineS,
inCreaSing CuSTOMer
expeCTaTiOnS and
geOpOliTiCS.

cedaR eXecutive PickS an
additional embRaeR leGacy 500
Middle East Airlines (MEA) confirmed
the purchase of a second Embraer Legacy 500 business jet for its private-jet
affiliate, Cedar Executive. The second
aircraft is expected to enter into service
in mid-2017.
Cedar Executive is based at Rafic
Hariri International Airport in Beirut. The company started operations with a brand-new Legacy 500 that was delivered in January 2016. Cedar Executive offers private-jet charter travel services
for its customers along with FBO services including maintenance,
hangarage and facilities for general aviation aircraft.
“Cedar Executive has exceeded their customers’ expectation with a high end premium service in their very first year
of operation. It is a pleasure to be part of this accomplishment
by supplying the aircraft that combines the comfort, technology
and performance desired for the ultimate travel experience,”
said Marco Tulio Pellegrini, President and CEO, Embraer Executive Jets. “We are committed to offer the best customer service
to support this continuing Legacy 500 fleet growth.”
“Our aim at Cedar Executive is to provide our guests with
nothing short of a world-class and blissful experience. Our
existing Legacy 500 has delivered that for our revered guests
throughout the Middle East,” said Fouad Fawaz, Cedar Executive CEO. “The addition of a further aircraft is testimony to both
the quality of the service Cedar Executive’s guests’ experience,
and the performance of these magnificent aircraft.”
bombaRdieR in Full FoRce
Bombardier Business Aircraft’s most advanced business jets —
the Learjet 75, Challenger 650, Global 5000 and Global 6000
aircraft were on static display. Peter Likoray, Senior Vice President, Worldwide Sales and Marketing, Bombardier Business
Aircraft, said: “With a very strong team and a fleet of more than
100 aircraft based in the Middle East, Bombardier is well-positioned to build on its current presence as a world-class provider
of exceptional business aircraft in the region.
“We expect the Middle East to remain a promising market
for business aviation in the next 10 years. Our market forecast predicts 350 deliveries valued at $12 billion over the next
10 years, with Medium and Large category aircraft accounting for about 95 per cent of these deliveries,” he added.
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bbJ tieS uP with Gkn aeRoSPace
Boeing Business Jets (BBJ) announced
that it will work with GKN Aerospace’s
Fokker business to develop, produce,
offer and support the Skyview Panoramic
Window, the largest window available
on any passenger jet offered today. The
window will be available as a feature on
the BBJ, BBJ 2, and all three members of
the BBJ MAX family – including the new
BBJ MAX 7 – with scheduled entry-intoservice in 2018.
“We are thrilled to formally confirm our
partnership with GKN Aerospace’s Fokker
business for the development of this fantastic feature on the BBJ, the largest airplane window available in the market,”
said Boeing Business Jets President David
Longridge.
“We are proud to announce the next
step for the Skyview Panoramic window
together with Boeing Business Jets,” said
Peter Somers, President of GKN’s Fokker
Services business. “The innovative technology applied in the largest window in the
market, enhances passenger comfort and is
now also available for BBJ MAX airplanes.”
The window will be available through GKN
Aerospace’s Fokker business as a retrofit
on existing BBJs, and through Boeing Business Jets as a priced
feature. It will be delivered on BBJ MAX airplanes starting in
2018.
acJ320neo Family continueS to win oRdeRS
Airbus Corporate Jets won another commitment for an ACJ320neo, highlighting the continuing success of its new aircraft
family. The latest deal adds to the seven orders already won by
the ACJ320neo family, taking total orders and commitments to
eight, comprising six ACJ320neo and two ACJ319neo aircraft.
“The ACJ320neo family further improves a proven and successful design, allowing customers to take more of their lifestyles to
even more of the world,” points out Airbus Chief Operating Officer, Customers John Leahy. The ACJ319neo can fly eight passengers for more than 15 hours, or 6,750 nm (12,500 km) while
the ACJ320neo can carry 25 passengers for over 13 hours, or
6,000 nm (11,100 km). Over180 Airbus corporate jets are in
service around the world, and they are flying on every continent, including Antarctica.
Jet aviation dubai JoinS acJ SeRvice centRe netwoRk
Jet Aviation’s maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) facilities
in Dubai are to join the ACJ Service Centre network, adding to
the choice of Airbus-approved facilities around the world for ACJ
customers and operators. Its Basle facilities became part of the
ACJ Service Centre Network earlier this year. The ACJ Service
Centre network now comprises Comlux America in Indianapolis,
HAECO Private Jet Solutions in Xiamen, Jet Aviation in Basle
and Dubai, Sepang Aircraft Engineering (SAE) in Kuala Lumpur
and ST Aerospace in Singapore.
All in all the OEM’s find the Middle East market a lucrative
one, driven by the rich tastes of Arabs, besides the growth of
the tourism and hospitality market. Though at present the scenario is depressing, the OEMs are hoping that good days will
bounce back. SP
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Strengthening tieS: US Secretary of DefenSe Dr aShton carter wIth Defence MInISter Manohar ParrIkar In new DelhI

Carter
reaffirms road
map for the
next US Defense
Secretary
PhotograPh: PIB

BY Ranjit KumaR

A

After contributing immensely to Indo-US defence
relations in his various avatars in the Pentagon, and hence
giving a solid content and meaning to the India-US strategic
partnership in the 21st century described by President Barack
Obama as defining partnership of the present century, the outgoing US Defense Secretary Ashton Carter selected India among
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Japan, Israel, Jordan and the UK, as one of his farewell visits to
countries with whom he had taken exclusive interest in laying
an unshakeable foundation and creating strong bonds of relationship which can only be weakened at the cost of US national
strategic interest. Carter’s farewell visit to India on December
8, 2016, truly reflected the new found warmth and strategic
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nature of India-US defence relationship which has evolved to Carter said: “Today our defence relationship takes a major step
such great heights from where it will be difficult to dislodge, as we designate India as a Major Defence Partner.”
Significantly as Ashton Carter was preparing to meet Pareven by the most “mad” US Defense Secretary.
Ashton Carter grew from the ranks in Pentagon leadership rikar, a powerful US congressional committee had asked Carter
hence his long and deep experience in dealing with interna- and the Secretary of State to take steps necessary to recognise
tional security issues could genuinely assess the significance of India as America’s ‘Major Defence Partner’ in a bid to strengthen
developing strong defence relations with India, which had from bilateral security cooperation. The ‘Major Defence Partner’ stathe very beginning of the 21st century given hints that India is tus, that was given a final shape during Carter-Parrikar meetnot only going to be the biggest emerging defence market in the ing, is unique to India and institutionalises the progress made
world but also the most important strategic partner of US in the to facilitate defence trade and technology sharing with India
Asia-Pacific region. Carter literally was able to take India out to a level at par with that of the United States’ closest allies
of the lap of Russia and reduce its dependency on them, which and partners, and ensures enduring cooperation into the future,
made Russia so jealous that it started courting Pakistan just to according to the joint statement.
Though his first stint with the Pentagon was in the early
convey a message to India.
In less than 24 months of assuming the role as chief of 1990s as Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Secuthe Pentagon, Carter made a record three trips to India and rity Policy from 1993 to 1996 during which he was responsihad unprecedented seven meetings with his Indian counter- ble for policy regarding former Soviet States, strategic affairs
part Manohar Parrikar. During his various stints in Penta- and nuclear weapon policy, he again joined the Pentagon as
gon, Carter had very rich experience of dealing with India. Under Secretary of Defense, acquisition, technology and logisAs Pentagon said in a fact sheet before Carter reached India tics from April 2009 to October 2011 during which he overthat he “spearheaded efforts to deepen and broaden” bilat- saw procurement of all technology systems, services and superal defence cooperation with India. The fact sheet said that plies, bases and infrastructure and energy and environment
and more than $50 billion annually in
as a result of Carter’s efforts US and
research and development. He was furIndia have improved mutual underther elevated to US Deputy Secretary of
standings of their respective defence
Defense from October 2011 to December
institutions, are exchanging perspecFrom almost zero
2013 during which he served as Chief
tives and coordinating policy approaches
Operating Officer of the Pentagon and
in new areas, reinvigorating military to
deFence trade relations
managed over $600 billion budget, 2.4
military engagements, launching pathbetween india and the Us
million civilian and military personnel
breaking cooperative technology projects
in the beginning oF 21st
and global operations.
and pushing bilateral defence trade to
During this stint Carter gave a further
unprecedented levels.
centUry,
the
deFence
push to defence relations with India by
Pentagon further elaborated, “Today
trade grew to $1 billion
launching Defence Trade and Technology
the United States and India are closer
Initiative (DTTI). Pentagon described this
than ever to realising the joint vision for
in 2008 and From where
as first technological handshake in 2012,
the Asia-Pacific and the Indian Ocean
it skyrocketed to almost
under which the two countries launched
region.” Exuberant after Carter’s fare$14 billion in 2016
seven joint working groups to explore colwell meeting in New Delhi, the two sides
laborative projects and programmes and
issued a joint statement claiming that
signed science and technology governIndo-US relations have moved along a
ment to government project agreements
remarkable upward trajectory. The joint
statement said, “Marked progress on agreements, including the titled the Next Generation Protective Ensembles and Mobile
signing of a Defence Framework Agreement in 2015, have laid a Hybrid Power sources, worth about $2 million. The Carterblueprint for collaboration between our defence establishments Parrikar meeting took note of this and said, “With regard to
and enabled deeper cooperation. Joint exchange opportunities technology, both sides welcomed the tremendous progress
– in both personnel and training exercises – have expanded and achieved under the DTTI and committed to explore new prostrengthened our bilateral cooperation. The recent signing of posals and other innovative opportunities for co-production
the Logistics Exchange Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA) and co-development. The emergence of DTTI as an integral
has facilitated additional opportunities for practical engage- and enduring component of India-US security cooperation is
a sign that the relationship has matured to a level of strategic
ment and exchange.
Hence in this background, Carter gave a new meaning importance. DTTI will strengthen India’s ‘Make in India’ initiaand relevance to developing strong bonds of friendship with tive and both sides committed to convening all new DTTI workIndia, the US was in need of capturing a big defence market ing groups prior to the next DTTI Group meeting anticipated
and India needed high technology and latest weapon systems. for February 2017.”
It is often said that there is a bipartisan support in the US
From almost zero defence trade relations between India and
the US in the beginning of 21st century, the defence trade grew Congress for strong defence and strategic partnership between
to $1 billion in 2008 and from where it skyrocketed to almost the US and India, hence it is expected that the solid foundation
laid by Ashton Carter and the direction given by him in the
$14 billion in 2016.
During his last official tour as Defense Secretary to India, changing geopolitical context for the need of a deeper strategic
Carter and Parrikar were able to put their final seal on the US cooperation between the two democratic giants would not be
decision to grant India as a ‘Major Defence Partner’, which was derailed by the next Defense Secretary of the Donald Trump
first announced during Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s last administration. In a way Ashton Carter’s visit to India has in
visit to the United States. In his almost thanksgiving speech after fact reaffirmed the road map for the next US Defense Secremeeting Parrikar and his top aides in the Ministry of Defence, tary to follow. SP
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Military

iaf refueller

Boeing enters Tanker
race with FMS offer

PhotograPh: Boeing

B

Boeing has entered the fray for supplying air refuelling
tankers for the Indian Air Force (IAF). After ignoring the first
two previous tenders, Boeing’s Pegasus tankers will compete
with the European Airbus A330 MRTT and Russian Ilyushin
IL-78. The IAF was almost losing the hope for inducting a fresh
batch of tankers in its service in the near future, as the government was dilly-dallying IAF’s strategic requirements for
urgently increasing its air refuelling capacity.
The first and last major acquisition of the air refuellers was
in 2006, from Russia. Probably the IAF was not satisfied with
the serviceability of the eight IL-78 aircraft because of maintenance issues. Hence, the IAF decided to induct Western versions of the tankers. On the demand of the IAF, the Ministry of
Defence (MoD) twice issued global request for proposals (RFPs),
but cost issues raised by the Finance Ministry, led to the cancellation of the tenders.
Senior Boeing officials said in Seattle during a recent visit
to its facilities in the US, that since they have just come out
with new tankers, which are to be supplied to the US Air Force,
they are offering the latest KC-46A Pegasus to the IAF. However,
Boeing does not want to directly compete with the Russians
and the Europeans. Boeing officials said in Seattle that they
would like to supply the tankers to the IAF under the foreign
military sales (FMS) programme of the Department of Defense
and the Department of State. After the US Air Force decided to
replace the KC-135 Stratotankers, which served them for many
decades, the Boeing decided to develop the Pegasus. The Boeing
has 65 years of building refuellers, KC-135, which are based
on the Boeing 707 platform. However, the KC-46 is a multi-role
tanker based on 767 heritage. Boeing officials claim that 767
model is approximately 30 per cent more fuel efficient and its
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unit operating costs are more than 20 per cent lower than the
KC-135, which are going to be replaced. The US Air Force has
already ordered to supply 179 combat ready KC-46 tankers.
The US Air Force awarded the contract to Boeing in 2011 and
the first 18 aircraft will be delivered to the US Air Force by
early 2018. Japan is the first international customer, which has
ordered three KC-46 aircraft.
The KC-46 has third-generation system with seven different
cameras. It has 2,12,299 pounds fuel storage capacity, and can
offload 1,200 gallon per minute fuel to receptor aircraft. It can
simultaneously refuel two fighter aircraft and can refuel 64 different types of aircraft. It has multi-point refuelling system. It has
rapid loading capacity and can be reconfigured to any mission.
The aircraft can be utilised in cargo and aeromedical evacuation
role. It can also be converted in troop carrier role in a conflict
situation. The aircraft is equipped with digital fly by wire control system. It has quick start capability equipped with two Pratt
& Whitney engines. But can actually fly on one engine. Unlike
other refuellers KC-46 is not equipped with chaff and flares facility because it has infrared countermeasure system, which can
protect the aircraft from missiles. Sources in the Indian Defence
Ministry said that Boeing Pegasus will have to be competitive in
price with other main contender Airbus A330 MRTT. The Finance
Ministry of the previous UPA Government had rejected the MoD
proposal to acquire Airbus A330 MRTT, mainly due to high price
factor. The mega deal if any can mature only during the next
Trump administration, which will add to the Boeing family of
C-17 Globemasters and P-8I maritime surveillance aircraft supplied to the Indian Air Force and the Indian Navy. SP
— By Ranjit Kumar
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hall of fame
Phoebe omlie was an early aviator who made waves in America in the
1920s and 1930s. Apart from pioneering many dangerous barnstorming acts,
she set numerous world records including the highest altitude parachute jump
by a woman. She was the first woman
to receive an aircraft mechanic’s licence
and the first licensed female transport
pilot. She regularly undertook flights
over thousands of miles all by herself,
counting on her own skills to keep her
machine humming.
She was also the first woman to be
appointed to a US Government position in the aviation field. Few would
disagree with First Lady Eleanor
Roosevelt’s assessment that Phoebe
was one of “eleven women whose
achievements make it safe to say
the world is progressing”. And
Phoebe used these achievements to
inspire other women pilots to prove
themselves as capable as men.
Phoebe Jane Fairgrave was
born on November 21, 1902, in
Des Moines, Iowa. The day before
she graduated, there occurred a
grand presidential visit, marked
by a parade and a fly-past. Phoebe
was fascinated by the aircraft and
hooked for life. She began to pester the manager of a nearby airport
to grant her a joyride. Finally, anxious to be rid of her, the manager
instructed one of his pilots with
a wink to give her “the works”.
The amused pilot flung the plane
around in the air through a series
of aerobatic manoeuvres, determined to make the teenager sick.
But she just kept begging for more.
After her fourth flight, Phoebe
used part of the inheritance from
her grandfather to purchase a Curtiss JN-4 ‘Jenny’ biplane. Next she
persuaded the Fox Moving Picture
Company to sign a contract to film
her wing-walking, making parachute
jumps and performing other stunts.
She also hired 25-year-old World
War I veteran Vernon Omlie to pilot her
Jenny part-time. Omlie soon quit his job
to become Phoebe’s personal pilot. She
was now free to practise an amazing repertoire of feats including wing-walking,
hanging from the aircraft by her teeth (she
gripped a special mouthpiece attached to
the end of a rope for the purpose), parachuting and even dancing the Charleston
on top of the wing. After a few months of
intensive practice, she set up the Phoebe
Fairgrave Flying Circus, the first such
enterprise owned by a woman. Then Ver-
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non Omlie flew her across the country on
a barnstorming tour. The large crowds
cheered each of her stunts. But they simply loved her daring parachute jump.
Phoebe would crawl out onto the
wing and leap off, her parachute billowing as she fell. But the chute was attached
to the wing strut by a long rope and
when it pulled taut she would cut herself loose and free fall. The crowds would
gasp, thinking the chute had failed, and
watch horrified as she plunged to certain
death. Then, at the last possible moment,
she would pull the rip cord of her second

PHOEBE OMLIE
(1902-75)
Apart from pioneering many
dangerous barnstorming acts,
Phoebe Omlie set numerous
world records including the
highest altitude parachute jump
by a woman

parachute and land unharmed. And she
was constantly innovating and thinking
up newer and tougher acts. However,
very few of the thousands who came to
see the shows bothered to pay, so it was
a constant challenge to make ends meet.
When they managed to team up with
Glenn Messer, another accomplished
stunt flier, Phoebe decided to attempt
transferring from one aircraft to another
mid-air. Messer would hang by his knees
from the end of a rope ladder and grab
Phoebe’s outstretched hands as her plane
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closed in. It called for precise judgement
and exceptional daring. Phoebe had both
in abundance. These qualities saw her
through feats that claimed the lives of
many aerial artistes. Phoebe also set a
record for the highest parachute jumps
for a woman, making her descent from
15,200 ft. And she was still not 20.
With two young and attractive persons such as Phoebe Fairgrave and Vernon Omlie spending many months in
close proximity, sharing extreme danger
and thrills daily, it was perhaps inevitable
that romance should blossom. And so it
happened in 1922 that they were
married. Phoebe then learned flying
too and they began offering lessons
in Memphis, Tennessee.
In 1928, she attempted to set
an altitude record. As she coaxed
her little Monocoupe above its
limit, a spark plug quit and the
main oil line gave way. Phoebe suffered from oxygen deprivation and
almost fell unconscious. But she
reached a women’s world record
altitude of 25,400 ft, just about
landed, then collapsed.
In the late 1920s, Phoebe came
at or near the top in dozens of air
races. In 1928, she competed in the
National Reliability Air Tour, the only
woman to do so, flying 9,600 km
over tough and inhospitable terrain,
accompanied by neither navigator
nor mechanic. In 1931, at Eleanor
Roosevelt’s request, she flew over
32,000 km across the country to
campaign for presidential candidate Franklin D. Roosevelt. Later,
she received a government aviation
appointment and discharged her
administrative duties with as much
aplomb as she did aviation.
In August 1936, Vernon Omlie
died in a commercial flight crash.
Phoebe was shattered and withdrew
from public life for a while. During
World War II, she trained a class
of ten women flying instructors in
pursuance of her strong belief that
“if women can teach men to walk, they
can teach them to fly.” Indeed, her protégés successfully trained both men and
women applicants for military and civilian flight training programmes. However,
Phoebe Omlie spent her last few years in
self-imposed seclusion, plagued by lung
cancer and alcoholism. She died on July
17, 1975. It was a sad end for a woman
who was probably one of the most courageous aerial pioneers ever. SP
— Joseph Noronha
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AsiA-PAcific
J-16 Fighters inducted into the
chinese Air Force

According to media reports, China’s J-16
fighters have finished the factory test
stage and a small batch of these aircraft
have entered into service with the Chinese
Air Force and will also join the Chinese
Navy. The next stage is to develop an electronic warfare, jammer and electronic reconnaissance version of J-16 called F-16.
The development of J-16 fighters started
when China received Su-30MK2 fighters.
J-16 uses the domestic Taihang engine,
but its current speed is still quite less. The
Chinese Navy may equip the J-16 fighters
with YJ-12 series of supersonic anti-ship
missiles to improve its ship attack capability. The J-16 is equipped with automatic
electronic scanning phased array radar
which can scan and engage multiple targets at the same time.

MAitri sAM ProgrAMMe AwAits indiAn
APProvAl

MBDA is awaiting approval from the
Indian Government to move forward
with the Maitri short-range surface-to-air
missile (SRSAM) programme. MBDA is
negotiating with India’s Defence Research and Development Organisation
(DRDO) and trying to finalise this deal.
First deliveries will start three years after
the contract is signed. Deliveries will be
completed within five years. The system
has a range of 15+ kilometres. DRDO and
MBDA are working on this system for the
Indian Navy. Bharat Dynamics Ltd is to
build this missile in India.

iAi introduces collision wArning
systeM (cws)

Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) is
pioneering military flight safety with the
introduction of its CWS, an innovative,
life-saving solution designed to warn
combat pilots in situations when collision
with commercial and civilian aircraft is
imminent. The CWS was developed by
IAI’s MALAM Division. The CWS creates
an aerial picture and provides a complete
air situational picture with warnings
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visible only to the military pilot and no indications are provided to civilian aircraft.
Warnings are provided in three different
forms — a voice warning, graphical indication on a tablet panel and via symbols
presented on existing cockpit multi-purpose/multi-function displays.

PAkistAni suPer MushshAk AircrAFt
For turkey

Pakistan and Turkey have signed an
contract for the sale of Super Mushshak
trainer aircraft. Air Marshal Arshad Malik,
Chairman of Pakistan Aeronautical Complex (PAC), and Mustafa Seker, Deputy
Under Secretary in the Turkish Ministry of
Defence Industry, signed the contract. As
per the MoU, PAC will provide 52 Super
Mushshak trainer aircraft at a cost of $50
million to the Turkish Air Force for primary training of its pilots. Prime Minister
Muhammad Nawaz Sharif, Defence Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif and high
ranking officials from both the countries
were also present. The Super Mushshak
aircraft is already in service with Saudi
Arabia, Oman, Iran and South Africa.

initiAl oPerAtionAl cleArAnce For
uPgrAded JAguArs

The IAF has given initial operational
clearance (IOC) to the latest Jaguar DARIN III upgrade programme for the latest
avionics upgrade. Upgraded by the Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL), the fighter
was fitted with autopilot, next-generation
avionics and lethal armaments, and will
keep the fleet operational until 2030.
Under DARIN III programme, three
Jaguars have received upgraded avionics packages installed by HAL which has
said that the core of the upgrade is a new
open architecture mission computer, as
well as an engine and flight instrument
system, smart multifunction display, fire
control radar and a new inertial navigation system with GPS and Geodetic
height correction. Solid-state video and
flight data recorders have also been installed, as has an identification friend or
foe system. Reports from India claim that
around 120 of the aircraft will receive
the DARIN III upgrade.

chinA’s ‘soAr drAgon’ uAv

According to aviation sources, China will
soon have an unusually shaped drone
which is expected to strengthen the
Chinese military’s aerial reconnaissance
capabilities. The aircraft is undergoing
testing and is expected to be delivered
to the PLA soon. It is believed to be the
equivalent of Northrop Grumman RQ-4
Global Hawk of the US.

QuickRouNdup

Airbus

It is reported that US has issued a licence to France’s
Airbus for the sale of 106 commercial planes to Iran Air,
Iran’s flagship carrier which could easily be withdrawn by
the Trump administration if he chose to do so.

AustrAliA

The final six of new training helicopters ordered by
Australia have been cleared by the lead contractor Boeing.
In 2014, Canberra had selected a joint team involving Boeing, Thales and Airbus to provide them with the airframes,
flight simulators and synthetic training devices, as well as
instruction for army and navy pilots under their Helicopter
Aircrew Training System programme.

bell-boeing

Bell-Boeing Joint Project Office, Texas, has been awarded
a $26,72,50,000 modification to a previously awarded
cost-plus-incentive-fee, fixed-price incentive (firm
target) contract for additional joint performance-based
logistics support for the US Marine Corps MV-22 Osprey
and the US Air Force and Special Operations Command
CV-22 aircraft.

boeing

Boeing and Iran Air have announced an agreement for 80
aircraft that includes 50 737 MAX 8s, 15 777-300ERs
and 15 777-9s, valued at $16.6 billion at list prices.
Based on its memorandum of agreement with Iran Air
announced in June, the contract was finalised within the
terms of the US Government licence issued to Boeing in
September 2016.
Engineers from Boeing have been working on replacing old APG-70 radars with the state-of-the-art APG-82
AESA radar on the USAF F-15E,. Dubbed as the RMP Eagle
modernisation programme, more than 90 jets will receive
the new radars. The project is expected to be completed
within the next seven to nine years.
The US State Department has cleared the following:
l Sale of 48 Boeing CH-47 F heavy-lift helicopters,
along with associated engines, systems and parts, in a
deal worth $3.51 billion, to Saudi Arabia.
l A $3.5-billion sale to UAE of 28 re-manufactured and
nine new Boeing AH-64E and associated services.
l Qatar will receive engines and spares for the C-17 in
an $81-million deal, as well as the continuation of
logistics support services and equipment in an $800
million contract under FMS.

boeing And Airbus

Boeing and Airbus each delivered 54 commercial jets in
October 2016, compared to 58 and 49 respectively during
the same month last year. As of October 31, 2016, Boeing
had delivered 617 commercial jets, trailing 2015’s comparable figure of 638; but in line with company expectations.
Airbus, on the other hand, had delivered 516 jets, 21
deliveries more than of last year.
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QuickRouNdup

brAziliAn Air Force

The Brazilian Government has finally contracted South
African firm Denel to integrate the A-Darter missile on the
Brazilian Air Force’s new Saab Gripen E/F fighters, alleviating fears that the programme was off track. The missile will
also be integrated with the South African Gripens as well as
their Hawk Mk 120 lead-in trainers.

germAny

successFul testing oF hAtF vii BABur
cruise Missile

Pakistan has successfuly tested an
enhanced version of the indigenouslydeveloped Babur cruise missile on
December 14, 2016. Babur Weapon
System Version-2 incorporates advanced
aerodynamics and avionics that can
strike targets both on land and sea with
high accuracy at a range of 700 km. It
is a low-flying, terrain-hugging missile,
which has stealth features and is capable
of carrying various types of warheads.

light coMBAt AircrAFt (lcA) teJAs to
get AesA rAdAr

According to a German budget document, the German
military could spend up to $1.06 billion in the coming
years for use of new Airbus A330 multi-role tanker
transport planes to be bought as part of a new European
multinational fleet. The aircraft will be bought by the NATO
Support and Procurement Agency.

leonArdo-FinmeccAnicA

Leonardo-Finmeccanica and Chinese company Sino-US
Intercontinental Helicopter Investment announced
today the conclusion of a contract for 30 helicopters in
Emergency Medical Service configuration comprising the
AgustaWestland AW139 intermediate and AW169 light
intermediate twin-engine models. The aircraft are expected
to be delivered in 2017.

25–26 January, 2017
MRO Latin aMeRica
Cancun, Mexico
http://mrolatinamerica.aviationweek.com
31 January–2 February, 2017
inteRnatiOnaL MiLitaRy
HeLicOpteR
Hilton, London, UK
https://militaryhelicopter.iqpc.co.uk
8–9 February, 2017
MRO MiddLe east
Dubai World Trade Centre, Dubai, UAE
http://mromiddleeast.aviationweek.com
14–18 February, 2017
aeRO india 2017
Air Force Station Yelahanka, Bengaluru
www.aeroindia.in

isrAel

Israel says it will buy 17 more highly sophisticated F-35 fighter
jets from the US. The purchase approved by the country’s
security cabinet will bring the total number of the advanced
aircraft in the Israeli fleet to 50. The first jet of the new purchase order is expected to be delivered in just a few weeks.

Show Calendar

The LCA Tejas is to be fitted with AESA
radar as it was a key requirement of the
Indian Air Force who have ordered 83
LCA Mk 1A and thus to start with the
same number of radars are required. The
AESA radar can transmit multiple beams
in multiple frequencies and can also
carry out multiple functions of detection
fire control and so on. It is reported that
the process for the acquisition has been
initiated. The Jaguar is also being fitted
with AESA radar.

6–9 March, 2017
Hai HeLi-eXpO 2017
Kay Bailey Hutchison Convention
Center, Dallas, USA
http://heliexpo.rotor.org

EuroPE
AirBus A400M deMonstrAtes
coBhAM’s AeriAl reFuelling systeM

Airbus Defence and Space has achieved
a significant aerial refuelling milestone
by successfully demonstrating the first
ever A400M tanker to A400M receiver

lockheed mArtin

Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Co, Texas, has been awarded
a $1,240.2 million fixed-price-incentive-fee FMS contract
to upgrade F-16 aircraft for the Republic of Korea. Work
will be completed by November 15, 2025.

norwAy

The Norwegian Government proposes to acquire five P-8A
Poseidon maritime patrol aircraft for its armed forces. The
P-8A Poseidon is a formidable platform for monitoring
Norway’s oceans and will provide both Norwegian and
allied civil/military authorities with efficient maritime
surveillance capability.

PredAtor b

The US State Department has made a determination approving a possible FMS to UK for Certifiable Predator B remotely piloted aircraft, equipment, training and support at a
estimated cost of $1.0 billion. On November 16, 2016, the
Defense Security Cooperation Agency delivered the required
certification notifying Congress of this possible sale.

QAtAr

The US State Department has cleared a number of big
ticket FMS to Qatar and Kuwait. Qatar is to acquire 72
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APPointments

dAssAult AViAtion

Effective second week of December
2016, Dassault Aviation appointed
Damien Farret, Director Customer
Relations and Field Service. He has
replaced Eloi Dufour, who was named
Director Aircraft Delivery and PreOwned Management.

mAntech internAtionAl
corPorAtion

Beginning November this year, ManTech International Corporation appointed Kevin M. Phillips as President
and Chief Operating Officer.
ManTech also announced the
promotion of the current Senior Vice
President and Deputy CFO Judith L
Bjornaas as the Chief Financial Officer.
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rAFAel AdVAnced deFense
systems ltd

In December 2016, Rafael Advanced
Defense Systems Ltd announced the
appointment of Brigadier General Pini
Yungman (Retd), to the position of
Executive Vice President and Head of
the company’s Air Superiority Systems
Division. The new appointment will
take effect in the summer of 2017.

rAdA electronic
industries ltd

RADA Electronic Industries Ltd, a leader
in the development, production and
sale of tactical land radars for force and
border protection, has announced the
appointment of Dov (Dubi) Sella as the
company’s Chief Executive Officer.
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indiA mArks its mAiden Presence on
the goVerning boArd oF internAtionAl
business AViAtion council

QuickRouNdup

Board of IBAC. Sudhir is a
usiness
Aircraft
chartered accountant and
Operators
Assocost accountant by trainciation (BAOA), the
ing and profession as well
unified voice of India’s
as a keen aviation busibusiness and general
ness enthusiast for last 10
aviation sector, is proud
years. His appointment is
to announce the election
a testament not only to
of its Governing Board
his skills, but also to the
member Sudhir Nayak,
growing scope of India’s
as the Treasurer of the
business aviation sector,”
Montreal-based Internasaid Jayant Nadkarni,
tional Business Aviation
President of BAOA.
Council (IBAC). Sudhir
“It is an honour and
Nayak, Senior Vice PresSudhir Nayak
a matter of privilege to
ident & Business Head
Aviation of Reliance Commercial Dealers be part of the Governing Board at IBAC.
Ltd, will hold this executive position at We look forward to greater interaction on
IBAC for a three-year term commencing this global platform to enable a more efficient policy structure for our sector and
January 2017.
IBAC is the flag bearer of business inculcate best practices from across the
aviation worldwide, with permanent ob- world,” said Sudhir Nayak, Member of
server status at the International Civil Governing Board, BAOA.
IBAC comprises 14 business aviation
Aviation Organisation, the UN specialised
agency for aviation matters. Nayak’s elec- associations around the world, representtion to the executive position in IBAC is ing the industry for their 11,000 mema unique honour and exemplifies India’s bers in 77 countries across six continents.
growing recognition in global business It actively works to ensure that global aviation standards reflect business aviation’s
aviation frontiers.
“This is the first time that we will see needs and benchmarks industry-leading
an Indian being part of the Governing standards for safety and efficiency.

Boeing F-15QAs in a $21.1-billion deal that includes
weapons and related support, equipment and training. Also
included is the building of a Lead-in-Fighter-Training unit
to be located in the US. A $10.1-billion sale will see Kuwait
receive 32 F/A-18Es and 8 F/A-18F, including systems,
training and support.

rolls-royce trent Xwb

The latest version of the Rolls-Royce Trent XWB, the most efficient large aero-engine flying in the world today, has powered the Airbus A350-1000 aircraft during a flight for the
first time. The Trent XWB-97 is the sole power plant for the
longer range A350-1000, which will enter service in 2017.

south koreA

Officials from South Korea have continued their negotiations in Washington over technologies needed for their
KF-X fighter programme. A request for AESA radar, infrared
search and track, electro-optical target tracking devices
and jammer technology transfers was denied by the
Pentagon last year, resulting in Seoul having to pursue the
technologies themselves. Korea’s Minister for the Defense
Acquisition and Procurement Administration has said that
they are awaiting approval from the US Government.

sPAnish Air Force

•

contact using Cobham’s 808E Hose
Drum Unit installed in the aircraft’s
fuselage. The 808E Hose Drum Unit
represents the most advanced refuelling system in production today, providing a stable platform for refuelling
larger aircraft, an exceptional flow rate
capability and extended hose length.
The A400M also features two Cobham
wing-mounted 908E pods which has
many of the benefits as the 808E which
provides the aircraft with multi-point
refuelling capability.

induStry
AsiA-PAcific
PrivAte PArticiPAtion in PAkistAn
AeronAuticAl coMPlex

Pakistan media has reported that the
Chairman of Pakistan Aeronautical
Complex (PAC), Air Marshal Arshad Malik has recently called for the domestic
private sector to participate in key PAC
programmes such as the JF-17 Thunder.
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In addition to platform development,
PAC’s head also outlined future areas
of possible collaboration, such as the
manufacturing of propulsion and industrial gas turbines. Air Marshal Malik also
stated that PAC was open to having its
maintenance, overhaul and manufacturing facilities upgraded through publicprivate partnerships.

AmEricAs
Boeing to consolidAte

Boeing is to consolidate their defence,
space and security operations, resulting in the closure of some plants and
relocation of jobs. Plants in El Paso,
Texas, and Newington, Virginia, are earmarked to be shut with approximately
500 jobs will be cut by the end of 2020.
A new global operations group will
also be established to include defence
units in Australia, Saudi Arabia and UK
which will be headed by the company’s
current UK Managing Director, David
Pitchforth. l

The Spanish Air Force has taken delivery of its first
Airbus A400M new generation airlifter which is the most
advanced aircraft to have been produced in Spain. This is
the first of the 27 aircraft on order and makes Spain the
sixth nation to induct the A400M into service.

su-34

Acceptance of Su-34 fighters for the Russia’s Eastern MD
aviation unit has started at the Novosibirsk aviation plant
after execution of documentation and test flights. Su-34
aircraft was designed to engage both ground and surface
targets in all-weather conditions and by night.

tAiwAnese Air Force

F-16s operated by the Taiwanese Air Force will be upgraded
to the V model with work to be undertaken by Aerospace
Industrial Development Corp and overseen by Lockheed
Martin. Four fighters will initially be taken up for upgrade,
the new model dubbed Phoenix Rising. The government
aims to upgrade 25 to 28 of the fighters every year. With
144 A/B variant F-16s set to be upgraded, the retrofitting
will cost approximately $3.45 billion.

turkish deFence

The Turkish Defence Minister Fikri Isik stated that the
first two of a batch of 24 more Lockheed Martin F-35
aircraft will be delivered in 2018. Some 24 of the Joint
Strike Fighter will be ordered over the next three years,
of which six, including the two expected in 2018, had
already been ordered. Ankara has committed to procuring a total of 115 F-35s.
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illustration: DrDo

INDIAN NAVY
REJECTS TEJAS
As the IndIAn nAvy was about to commence Navy Day cel- Military Airworthiness and Certification declined its certificaebrations on December 4, came the news that was somewhat tion as it wanted HAL to reduce the weight of the landing gear.
disconcerting for the Indian aerospace industry. The service had The naval variant could undertake its maiden flight nearly two
decided not to induct the indigenously developed naval vari- years later on April 27, 2012. The second prototype, the NP-2,
ant of the light combat aircraft (LCA) Tejas Mk I. This platform took to the skies on February 7, 2015. The Indian Navy had
was being developed for deployment on the INS Vikrant which indicated a requirement for 50 aircraft to equip two front-line
is still under construction at the Cochin Shipyard. In a formal squadrons to operate from aircraft carriers INS Vikramaditya
statement, Admiral Sunil Lanba, Chief of the Naval Staff (CNS), and INS Vikrant. In fact the Indian Navy went ahead and placed
said, “The LCA Navy in its present form does not meet the naval an order for its first six aircraft at unit cost of $22.3 million.
At this point in time, ADA has in place two naval variants of
qualitative requirements (QRs) to be a carrier-based aircraft. It
is too heavy for the engine that it has got. It does not meet the the LCA Tejas Mk I as technology demonstrators. As pointed out
weight and thrust ratio requirement to be able to take-off with by the CNS, the naval variant of the LCA Tejas equipped with
the GE F404 engine is clearly underpowered. While ADA has
full weapon load.”
The project to develop the LCA Tejas, the smallest and plans to develop the LCA Tejas Mk II with the more powerful
lightest multi-role supersonic combat aircraft of its class, was GE F414 engine, it may take more than a decade for this new
launched over three decades ago. Meant initially for the Indian platform to be a reality. While the CNS has made it clear that the
Air Force (IAF), this single-engine, delta wing, tailless aircraft, Indian Navy would support indigenous effort to build an aircraft
was designed and developed by the Aeronautical Development capable of operating from an aircraft carrier and meeting with
Agency (ADA) in partnership with the Hindustan Aeronautics the defined operating parameters, it was not prepared to comLimited (HAL). Later on, with the fleet of Sea Harriers approach- promise and accept a platform that does not meet the stipulated
ing retirement from service, in the search for a suitable replace- QRs. As the LCA Mk II may take over a decade to be available,
ment, the Indian Navy evinced interest in the programme and the Indian Navy has decided to explore options to procure a
entrusted ADA with the design and development of the naval suitable aircraft from abroad.
Currently, the Indian Navy has a fleet of 45 MiG-29K airversion of the LCA capable of operating from an aircraft carrier. Special design features of the naval variant for operation craft capable of operating from its aircraft carriers. Apparfrom an aircraft carrier included aerodynamic enhancements to ently, the service is looking for better alternatives. The issue
improve low speed performance, installation of arrestor hook has acquired a degree of urgency as the country’s first indigenous aircraft carrier INS
for landing on deck, a much
Vikrant is scheduled to be
stronger undercarriage to
deployed in December 2018.
cater for impact of deck
However, this date is somelanding and redesign of the
what uncertain as a recent
cockpit for naval operations.
report by the Comptroller
All these features made the
and Auditor General of India
development programme of
(CAG) states that Cochin
the naval variant a dauntShipyard had projected a
ing challenge, significantly
revised delivery schedule as
greater than that for the
2023. This gives some time
development of the version
to the Indian aerospace
for the IAF. Consequently,
industry to resolve issues
the programme suffered
plaguing the naval Tejas.
technical glitches leading to
Having invested more
delays and missed timelines.
than `3,635 crore so far in
The first prototype of
the development of the naval
the naval variant of the LCA
variant of the LCA Tejas, the
Tejas, the NP-1, was rolled
decision by the Indian Navy
out in July 2010. The then
to reject the platform is not
Minister of Defence A.K.
only hasty, but will come as
Antony described the event
a serious blow to the ‘Make
as a “defining and a memoin India’ campaign of the
rable moment.” Although
The Indian Navy would support indigenous effort
government. SP
the NP-1 was expected to
to build an aircraft capable of operating from an
undertake its first flight in
aircraft carrier, but would not accept a platform
2010, the programme hit a
— By Air Marshal
roadblock. The Centre for
B.K. Pandey (Retd)
not meeting the QRs.
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“In a country like India with limited support from the industry and market,
initiating 50 years ago (in 1964) publishing magazines relating to Army,
Navy and Aviation sectors without any interruption is a commendable job
on the part of SP Guide
Ò Publications. By this, SP Guide Publications has
established the fact that continuing quality work in any field would result in
success.”
Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime Minister of India (*message received in 2014)
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